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FOREWORD
._lis report was prepared by Convair Aerospace Division of General Dynamics --
San Diego Operation under Contract NAS1-9793 for the National Aeron_tics and Space
• Administration, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. R was administered
under the direction of the Materials Division, Materiels Research Branch, with
Mr. D. R. Rummier acting as the Technical l_presentative of the Contracting Officer.
•: The Convair program manager and principal designer through Phase I and Phase II
was Wo E. Black. Mr. Black served as program manager during Phase HI until his
resignation. J. W, Beer was appointed program manager for the completion of the
2: contract, Mr. Baer had previously served as deputy program manager and in program
.... process development. Other Convair persennel who participated in this program were
:/ R.S. Wflsoll {structttral analysis), Ao M. Reberge _hermody_amles analysts),
R. W. Gflbe1_ {environmental testing), O. H. Moore {acoustic testing), and G. L. Gefllne
--? (acoustle fatigue analysis). In addition the subcontract support is acknowledged for
:: _ W.G. Burnett 03urnett Industries - TPS component machining), L. _r. Robles (Electron
Beam Welding, Inc., - TPS component welding), L. Sama (HtTemCo - coating appliea- •
tion), and S. J. Gerardi (Vac-Hyd Processing Corporation - coating applioation),
_,• This _eport cover,.s..the_Phase..IIL.performanee period from February 19"/3 to
_: March 19"/4.
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1 SUMMARY
This report concludes a three-ph_tse study program to develop and evaluate coated
columbium alloy heat shields for the reentry environment of a Space Shuttle orbiter.
Based on the alloy assessment and selection of Phase I and the material system and
heat shield configuration evaluatLon of Phase II, a full-scaler VehLcle-applLeable thermal
protection system (TPS) was destgued into test hardware.
The configuration evaluated herein consisted of one primary heat shield thermally
and structurally Lsolated from the test fixture by eight perLpheral guard panels all en-
compassing an area of appr0ximately 12 ft2 (1. 1 m2). The TPS Consisted of tee-sttffoned
Cb-752/R-512E heat shields, bi-metailLc support posts, panel retainers, and hLgh-
temperature insulation blankets. The vehicle prLmary structure was stmalated by a
titanium slClnDframes, and stiffeners.
Standard _ufacturing processes were used to fabrLcate all of the components.
Extensivt. uSe Was made of electron beam welding which significantly reduced the amount
of.rav_ material required when compared with the similar components of Phase IL The
total system cost, including heat sl_elds, support system, and insulation, was $500/ib
($1101/kg). The unit weight of the test hardware with Fiberfrax H lnsu_ation was 4. 88
Ib/ft 2 (0. 21 kg/m 2) or 19-perCent under the limit of 6. 0 lb/ft2"(0. 26 kg/m 2) established
at the beginning of the program. The unit weight could be further reduced for flLght-
ready TPS to 4. 72 lb/ft 2 (0. 199 kg/m 2) when the hardware is sized using the improved
thermal properties of Fiberfrax H insulation over Dyna-Flex. When projected for one
ship set of 24 heat shields and.associated components, a cost of $342/lb ($753/kg) is
indicated,
Testing of the nine-panel TPS array consisted of :L00boost acoustic cycles to 158 dB
overall sound presstue level (OASPL) and 50 reentry thermal cycles to a programmed
2400°F (1589°K) surface temperature at reduced pressures. The specimen suceessfaUy
completed 50 pre-thermal and 50 post-thermal acoustic tests without experiencing any
failures attributable to the acoustic pressure loading. After completing 50 thermal
cycles, the test specimen was determined to be in excellent condition wLth no problems
related to thermal/structural design. Several oxidation sites were evident and wer_
r_adlly identifiable, and were repaLred. Components such as retainers_ bolts_and
heat shields were removed without difficulty enabling inspections reRlrblsh_nentj repair _.
or replacement.
Similar to Phase II_ the methods of analysis employed proved hLghly reliable° Cal-
culated margins of safety were verified under acoustic exposure. The temperature dis-
tribution analysis was accurate and slightly conservative. With an average heat shield
surface temperature at the oenter of the array of 2408°F (1593°K)p the corresponding
titanium sldn sustained 525°F (547°K),
1
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Clearly, major questions of TPS acoessabiltty, refurbtshability, and durability
have been affirmatively _.nswered during this program. Those problems whtoh did
artse during the test prog'_am were largely design, manufacturing and quality control
omissions, attributed mat_.y to the emphasis on program cost reduction. Mos_ of
•_ these were peculiar to/he test specimen and test conditions and have no relationshtp
to flight hardware.
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2 INTRODUCTION
The economical development of manned systems for outer space depen_ on the
development of low-cost t lightweight, reliable systems employed on reusable reentry
spacecraft. The NASA approach to this development _. to provide vohicles capable of
csrth landings and possessing the aerodynamic maneuvering ch_tracter/stics of aircraft
: and yet able to withstand spacecraft reentry temperatures. This system h,s been
designated the Space Shuttle.
The key element in the success of these vehicles is the thermal protection system
_I'PS), It must be capable of withstanding the structural static and dynamic loads as
well as d/ssipating the frictional heat in aex_iynamically slowing down the vehicle. One
promising TPS concept from a reliability, inspectabflity, cost0 and reusability _tand-
point utilizes metallic radiative heat shislds. It is toward columbium alloys .as applied
• to heat shields operating in the temperature range of 2000 to 2400°F (J_66 to 1589°IO
that this study,has been directed.
The principal objective has been to evaluate coated columbium alloy thermal protec-
tion systems by a logical sequence of analytical and experimental investigations involving
simulated mission and environmental conditions. These efforts were directed toward the
_.. selection, characterization, and design of one material system (i. e_, one columbium
.. alloy with one coating), one heat shield configuration, and one support system with
insulation. Reported herein are the i_esults of the final phase..of.this three phase study.
Phase I (Reference la) was initiated by .selecting a model vehicle with an associated
total environment from prelaunch to lauding. This vehicle and environment would be the
: basts for the design conditions, design criteria, and test conditions used throughout the.
;. program, This selection was folloWed by an experimental and analytical evaluation of
the properties of the material systems as applied to heat shields. Phase _ culminated
i- with the selection of two material systems (cb-v52/R-512E snd C-129Y/R-512E) for
i" ftWther application and evaluation in Phase II (Reference lb) ....
Phase II consisted of two parts involving two types of panels, part'l entailed the
i_I_ analytical investigation of several heat shield configurations. The two most promising
'.. concepts were selected for subsize panel fabrication and testing. From this was selected
_,_ the better performing of the two meterial systems _Cb-752/R-512E) for further, larger
_ scale evaluation. A complete TPS _i. e., heat shields, support structure, and insulation)
_!i: was then fabricated for each of the two confignrations for testing uflder hot gas flow and
• radiant heat with applied lo_tds at reduced pressures with supplemental acoustic testing.
Also investigated were the forming, machining, a d Joining methods to be used for the
fabrication of.complete thermal protection systems. Based on the total performance of
the tWOTP_ confi_rations, one concept was selected, fox_frill-scale, full-size system
evaluation in Phase
3
I
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T_',_ typo_ of TPS were des/gned, fabricated, and tested during.Phase Ill, One was ......
d6signed for testing in the NASA Langley Research Center Thermal Protection System
Fucittty (TPSTF). This spocimen is intended to study the effects of hot gas flow on paral-
lel and transverse he_ shield Joints. Testing Of this specimen will be undertaken
independently by NASA after eompl6tion of this program. TIt0 second specimen w_ts a
full-scale, n/he-panel confl_traflon'representative o_ an ca'biter velttcle lower surface.
This specimen was exposed to simulated mission duty cycles consisting of combined
thermal mid acoustic testing to verify structural adequacy. Phase rn demonstrated the
s_ructural and thermal adequacy and the manufacturabtlity of fuU-siZed, co_t_d colum-
bium alloy thermal px_)tection systems and provided data necessary to project the
performance and cost of these systems for Space Shuttle vehicles.
4
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3 TPS DESigN
No significant changes wore nmde in TPS conftgttration as a result of the Phase Ii
test series, Those modifications that w_ro made primarily were for fabrication ex-
pediency. Much more use was made of welding hi order to minimize the amount o[
material scrap resulting from the extensive machining e'-.ployed b_ the small size TPS
fabrication. An exploded assembly view of the heat shield and support system is shown I_
tn Figure 3-1. (_i
3.1 Nine-Panel Test Specimen
The nine-panel specimen was designed to completely isolate one panel from extra-
ordina_T thermal/structural Influence of the holding frame. This he.,_ _hield ar,d th__ two
adjacent transverse panels had nominal dimensions 12:00 in. (30.4b cms by 16.' J in.
(40.64 cm). All other panels had modifications of the forward or aft fir _ges *_ ,ccom-
modatc the holdivg frame. The total array was 40.90 in. (103.89 c:u9 : " _ _ h_.
(137.03 cm) by 6.43 in. (16.33 cm). The fiflly assembled n,_,_.,' _1 sp_,_ ._n is
shown In Figure 3-2.
Two views of the holding flxttu'e are shown in FLgures 3-3 and 3-4.. The edge
members and clips were formed from cobalt base alloy (HS-188) sheet stock. Simu-
lating th_ prtma_ stracture were titanium alloy (TL-6A1-4V) skin and stringers, and
unalloyed _tantt_da frame members. Standard aerospace assembly methods wore used
on this fixture.
The support pasts separating the heat shields fro_a me primary structure were
designed such that the nuvdmum temperature of the cobalt alloy, HS-25 (L-605), lower
post was to be 2000°F (1366°K). These posts were internally fitted with discs of blanket
instaatton to m!n!mlze radiant heat transfer, The upper pests were of Cb-752 attached
to the lower posts by two dispersion strengthened nickel-20% chromium alloy (TD.NiCr)
screws, The heat shields are assenbled in a shiugied manner in the fore and aft direc-
tions. A panel is fixed to a center support post at'a point at the center of trailing edge
and perratt_ed to expand in the forward direction. Th_ center retainer is attached to
the posts by a TD NtCr bolt. Tee-men_ber longitudinal edge retainers restrict air pas-
sage m_dpermit free e.xpmston of the heat shields and are attached to the corner posts
by a TD NlCr bolt. A Cb-762 plug is inserted into each of the six posts and threaded
onto the TD NiCr bolt. All of the TD NiCr fasteners were t_oated with a proprietary
alumintde to minimize any potential reaction with the R-512E siltcide coating (SI-20C-
20Fe) of the Cb-752. The system is timulated with 15 layera of nominal 0. 25-inch
(0. 64 cm) thick Fiberfrax H blanket insulation located between the outer heat shield
and the skin of the primary structure. The assembly drawing of the ntne-pa_el array
(76C0104) and the major compon,._nt detail drawings (76C0103, 76C0105, 76C0106, and
76C0108) are shown 1il Figures 3-5., 3-6, 3-% 3-8, and 3-9.
5
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Cb-752LONGITUDINAL
RETAINER _ _ ._./Cb-752 PI.U(I
/ " -''"" _ .. .-" A[', " - _ Cb-752 HEAT 81tl)_! I)
/\FIBF.RYRAX H L"gSUI.ATIO_
POST FI,ANGE
LO_R SD'PPORT Po_r
Fixate 3-1. Tee-Stiffened TPS Exploded Assembly
_;i Figure 3-2. Nlfle-Pa_el TPS Test Specimen and Holding Fixture7)
6
° . • t
Etgure3-3. View Looking.Downon Nine-PanelArray HoldingFixate (133648B)
Figure 3-4. Exterior View of Nine-Panel Array Holding Fixture-
Cooling Tubes for H8-188 Frame Not Shown (133649B)
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3,9. TPSTF Specimen
A specimen employing the same basic TPS structure was designed to investigate the
effects of hypersonic flow in the NASA LaRC Thermal Protection System Test Facility.
The overall speehnen size is 24 by 36 by 6. 6 inches 461 by 91 by ly era). The holding
fixture was fabricated from HS-188 sheet. The simulated vehicle primary strUctgre
consisting of skin, frames, and stringers was fsbrie_d_d from titanium. Two views of
this structure arc shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-11. Figure 3-10 shows the Stntcture with
the lower TPS support posts _HS-25)installed and ready for insulation installation. The
Specimen consists of three heat shields, one of which is completely isolated a_ the
central test panel as shown in Figure 3-12 _76C0109). Adjacent to the heat shields in
the transverse direction are auxiliary panels _76C0110) to separate the main hes_ shields
from the holding fixture. The details of these edge panels are shown in Figure 3-13.
The completely assembled TPSTF test specimen is shown in Figure 3-14.
3.3 Design Changes - Phase ]I to Phase IX[
Modifications were made in full-scale hardware designs from those tested in Phase
II to imprOve fabrication efficiency and to reduce materi_tl costs. ExtensiVe use was
made of electron beam welding to reduce weight and material costs and to mtnim!ze
machining operations. Both the total system cost and unit weight were reduced in the
final full-size design, resulting in a net cost/weight sav_ng of approximately 4-percent,
with material costs xeduced 70-percent and fabrication costs 21-percent. Material
changes were made in the lower teml_rature regime, with the bottom portion of the two-
section support posts being changed to HS-25 (L-605), a cobalt base alloy suitable for
_erVice to 2000 ° F (1366 ° K). The aluminum silicate plus chromia flberous instdation
(Dyna-Flex) was replaced with Fiberfrax H insulation with a denstty of only 6, 0 pcf
(96 Kg/m3)o This material iS composed of almninum silicate fibers and does not re-
quire a bakeout to remove undesirable binder_.
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Tables 3-1 and 3-2 define the most significant changes made to standard thermal
protection system hardware as a result of Phase II testing and post test evaluations.
The majority of the changes were made to improve manufacturing andmaterial efflcien-
cics. These are discuSsed LnSection 4_ Fabrication. A number of changes were made
to expedite and to reduce the costs of Phase III, some for Phase HI economy and expe-
diency but with engines.ring Implications, and others Were for Improved structur_fl_or
functional design.
Typical of design changes made to expedite and to reduce the costs of Phase rm,.
was the standardization ofmaterial thickness for the flanges on center and panel edge
retainers .and on the upper support posts,, and for the cap and stiffener of the tee re-. ....
talners, All tapering of edges of protruding surface hardware was elIminated for
l_hase HI as unnecessary for test hardware. Rectangular, shnilarly-sLzed flanges
were used for economy'throughout Phase I_ It is recognized that with flight hardware
and quantity prodnction, weights, air flow and geometry can become critical.and de-.
signs would be modified as required.
Changes having engineering Implications but made primarily for Phase HI"economy
and expediency are exemplified by the material changes to lower support post parts. For
Phase HI, the TD NiCr bar material used for Phase H was unavailable and a substitute
was required. HS-18S.was selected but its availability and cost directed the change-to
a two-piece, brazed assembly with a.HS-188 flange and a HS-25 (L605) post.
Another- example was the redesign of the upper center support pests using non-.
integral keying lugs oh the top surface. Heretofore fillet welding for coated oolurnbium
hardware was not considered because of problems with weld quality, entrapped air,
consequences of failure. For the upper center post of Phase HI, it was judged satis-
factol_/to fillet weld with the electron beam process which produces the highest quality
weld and without entrapped sir. The probability of weld or coating failure or of the part
failing a_ the result of fillet welding .._.r._g the life of the tests were considered to be
extremely remote.
Certain other changes to Phase II designs were made for Phase trr hardware;
changes required to improve the thermal-structural design, to rectify engineering over-
sights, or to improve the functional aspects of the hardware. Changes to the post
retainer bolt, the .retainer post and the post filler p!ug are examples.
The thread size of the retainer bolt was increased to 1/4-28 in order to reduce th,_
fastener stresses and to improve the reliability of these fasteners when carrying
primalT loads. The integral washer was increased in diameter to improve the bearing
of the fastener on the retainer post and to reduce the bending stress in the. fastener.
I
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Its thLckness was increased to reinforce the bottom of the hexagon drive soel_et and to
: permit l_ to act as a hoop stiffener for the socket. To minimize the problem of the
fastener splitting when being removed, the depth of the hexagonal socket was increased .__
for Phase HI retainer bolts.
The increase in diameter ofthe washer on the retainer boltrequired an increase
in diameter of the retainer post. At the same time the wall thickness was reduced by
- 0,003 inch (0,076 ram) and a reinforcing shoulder wa_ added at the top for increabed
' sirength. The latter changes were made to reduce the thermal path through the retainer
, postandtorectifya draftingerrorofPlmse II.
• Similarly the diameter of the head of the post filler plug was increased to a_,.om-
! • modate the larger hole in the retainer post and the wall thickness was reduced 0.015-
, inch (0.38 ram) to reduce the thermal path. The depth of the hexagonal drive socket
• was increased to afford a better-grip, for the removal tool during disassembly.
.... The.outlined changes in the panels in Table 3-2 were all" made for economies in-
, mmmf_cturing and in materials and had no sigrtificant engineering implicationS.
The change made in insulating material from Phase II to Phase HI had little impact
on cost or fabricability, but did have engineering implications in that it effected the
; performance m_d weight of the TPS..Fiberfrax H blanket insulation (a product of the
! ,r
Carbol-,mdurn Co, ) replaced I)yna-Flex {a product of Johns-Manville). This ehmlge
was made in an effort to increase the system thermal efficiency, reduce the unit weight,
• : increase the ease of handling after exposure, and to evaluate an insulation material
: without a.binder.
It had been noted previously when conducting thermal, tests in a chamber heated by
quartz lamps that a specimen contataing an insulation with a binder required outgassing
prior to insertion hlte the chamber, The conseqUences of not outgasstng Were excessive
. smoke and deposits on the quartz heating.lamps or tubes.
The initial selection of Fiberfrax H was based on the work of T, A. Hughes
_ _ference 2 )who determined that the m,aterialprovided ,'excellent performance" ,
under a simulated space shuttle environment, Subsequent investigations at Convairconfirmed that the insulation had an acceptable dimensional stability and retained its
flexibility after 100 hours at 2400° F (1589°K). The samples evaluated indicated that
Fiberfrax ti was approximately 33-percent more thermally efficient at 2400OF (1589oK)
than Dyna-Flex on the basis of the eonductivity-d_nsity product (kp). Finally, the use of
_3 Fibcr[tux It. at a nominal density of. 6 lb/ft 3 _96 kg/m 3) .would enable a siglti_tcant
_-_. reductioninsystemweight-,
O000000 -TSDO@
4 FABRICATION OF TPS IIAPJ1W._,E_
4.1 General
]_e fabrication of test hardware for the metallLe thermal protection system employed
standard manufacturing processes and teclmtques and included macl_tning, electrical ......
discharge metal removal, electron beam .welding, brazing, vacuum heat treating and
creep flattening, and standard sheet metal processing. Only the use of columbintn
alloys and the oxidation resistant _oatings might be considered as unconventional,
When considering the design of hardware for Phase HI of this program, it became
evident from a review of Phase.II f,_brieation that substantial savings could be effected
through better material use and improved [abrlcation processing: The .efficiency and
effectiveness of electron beam wglding for heat shield hardware had been clearly demon-
strated during Phase II. This process had permitted thejoining of finished machined
parts without the usual problems of distortion normally associated with fusion welding.
Therefore, each detail, element, subassembly, and assembly for the Phase HI hard-
ware was evaluated. As a result, each Ltem of"hardware for the Phase HI TI_S was
redesigned for improved material costs or availahility, or to reduce the manufacturing
costs. Material costs were._onsiderably reduced by employisg built-up welded sectLons
for post or tube to flange assemblies, and for long, thin tee members which previously
were rn_hined from solid ba_,
Examples of this are shown in Figure 4-1 wLth arrows denoting electron beam welds,.
This figu_'e shows a center retainer and two styles of upper support posts_ all of which
were previously machined from solid bar, and a longitudi_al edge retahler assembly.
previously made of two parts machined from solid bar and Joined by welding. Each post
or tube shown is a completely machifled item joined by electron beam.welding to a partiaL-
ly or completely machined flange. One support post has two rectangular keys whLch were
circumferentially welded by electron beam after all machining was completed. The panel
edge retainer shown is fabricated of"tWo subassemblies. The tube and flange assembly
cc_lsisting of completely machined details welded by.the electron beam.and a tee member
made.of a cap azad a stiffener, both of whiehwere completely-edge-finished or edge radl-
used and Joined by a 1;near, burn-through electron beam weld. The two subassemblies
are Joined with_a short linear, burn-through tee weld between the flange and the stiffener
and a transverse butt weld between the cap and the flange.
Extensive material cost reductions resulted from the redesign of th_ l_sl edge b6am.
These beams were originally machined from a ninglo size Of solid bar, As redesLgned to
a built-up member,, it consisted of a rough-ma0hined l-s_ction, interchangeable for all
panel beauis, and.a thin flanp,tatlored to the desired width before eleOtron beam welding _,
to the I-section. This construction is detailed in Figure 3-8.
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Another high cost area examined involved the edge flnishin8 or radiusing of comers
and edges of all columbium alloy hardware to permit efficient sflicide Coating. Whenever
possible, the radiuslng operation was done during detail machining, or by vibratory meoh-
anical finishing equipment rather than by hatul radlusing in assembly as in Phase If. In
this way, parts are welded into final assemblies requiring little or no hand radiusing. On
the heat shields, the edges of all twelve rib cap members were finish machined and meeh-
anieally radiused before welding.
One other reduction in hand radiush_g on the panels was aocomplished o_ the inboard
edges of the eloseout beams which had been step-machined to receive the rib caps for
welding. The removal ofthis machined step and the radiusing of the _lge after welding
was required on thebeam edges between each beam to cap weld. For Phase HI panels,
the step removal and radiustng was accomplished by utilizing the versatile electron
beam to melt-down the step end to bulb end radius the edge.
.., 4.2 Materials
The materials used in the fabrication of the TPS test hardware were: (1) columbium
alloy Cb-752 for the heat shield and guard panels, panel retainers, the upper support posts,
_ and plugs; (2) the dispersion strengthened nickel alloy, TD NiCr, for the threaded fasten-
ere; (3) cobalt base alloys HS-25 (L-605) and IIS-188 for the lower half of the support
posts; (4) oxidation resistant coatings for colur_ium and fox. TD NiCr; (5) high temper-
attire fibrous insulation blankets.
4,2.1 Metals. - The eolumbium alloy used was C_-_52 (Cb-10W-2,5 Zr) produced by i
,.. Wah Chang Albany Corporation, Albanys Oregon and furnished in the fully recryetallized 1
:.' condition. Typical chemical compositions taken fromsupplter certifications az'epresent- :
+_- ed in Table 4-1.
::_:., TD NiCr was supplied from NASA Contract NAS1-11654 from material produced by
:i',_ Fansteel under NASA Contract N_$3-13490. The chemical analysis of this material is
-j
_. giveal in Table 4-2,
, Both HS=25.lL-6051 and HS-188 are commercially available cobalt base alloys produc-
ed by the Stellite Division of Cabot Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana, Typical chemistries of
these alloys are given in Table 4-3,
: 4.2.2 _m2s- Coatings used were a sflioide coating for the Cb-782 and an atumtnhie
;_ coating for the 'I'DNiCr. The cohtmbium coating was R-512E, a 8t-20% Cr-20_ Fe fused
sflioide ooaiiDg applied by HiTemCo. This eoatt_ was applied to columbittm hardware
following chemical or meohanioal olegning. Chemical cleaning was accomplished in a
i:
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Table 4-1. Chemical Analysis of Phltse HI TPS Columb[um Alloy Cb-752
Heat Treat C0ndition: Fully Recryatellized
Form" Shoot,_B.o.t",fredRod ....
Ingot Analysts - Percent by Weight
Element Heat Heat Heat
_ _70_9
w 10.2/10._ 9.5/9.4 9.3/9.5
zr _. 8/_. 0 2.5/_. 5 _.4/_. 5
Cb Be.lance Balance .... Balance
A1 < 20 ppm
C 60/< 40 40/50 ppm 40/30. ppt_..-
Co < I0
Cr < 20
C'u < 40
Fe < 50
H <5 <5 <5
1if - Ygo/7YO. < 500 < 500
Mg <20
Mn < 20
Mo 800/300
N 451_ _o/0o 6o/6o
Ni <20
o '/01<so so/loo 14o/loo.
St <50
8n < 10
Ta 4000/3800 4000/4000 PP!O. 4100/_&0O_p..n_
Y 160/100 ppm
36
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Table 4-2. Typical Chemical A_atyais ot_ i
TD Nt(lr for Phase IU Fasteners
ALloy: Ni-20Cr-2Th02
Heat Treat Condition" Partial Stress Relief (see note)
Form:
H_at Number. 3844
Source: .Fansteel Inc., Metals Division
NASA-Lewis Contract NAS3-t3490
NASA-LgJ_gley Contract_NASl-11654 ....
Chemlcal Analysts - Percent by Weight
Carbon: 0.010
:]tdphu_. O.0061
Chromium: 19.79
Thorta (Th02)" 1.42
Nickel: Balance
Note: Additonal Stress Relief accomplished during
coating @ 2000° F (1366°K) for I hour.
_7
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Table 4-3. Typioal Chemical Composition I
Cobalt Base .Mloys for Phase rff. ]
+4
i
Heat Treat Condition: Annealed !
Form: Sheet and Bar
",, Chemical. Composition - Percent by Weight
• :, _ HS-25 HS-188 HS-188 _
. Heat Heat Hes_ i
1860-2-1218 !880-2-1,611 1.880-;-,-1617 "_
1
_" Cr 19.70 22.50 22.40
W 14.55 14. 50 13.94
•_+ Fe 2.15 1.90 1.53
C 0.09 0.09 0.09
St 0.10 0.35 0.31
• .
Co Balance --Balance B_tlauce
Nt 10.30 21.40 22.40
• +!
Z/In 1.40 0.76 0.73
• i
_ P 0.019 0.010 0.011
S O. 007- 0.008 O.007
La - 0.071 0.058
t
J
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1_ HNO3-HF acid solution, and mechanical eleaning was by grit blasting with iron particles.
The coating slurry was applied by dipping and spraying with all edges overcoated or bead-
ed using a miniature striping rolle_. Spray overeoattng was employed on edges when the t
geometry of a part prevented using the striping relier. After coating application, the
parts were air dried at room temperature, followed by insertion into a high temperature
vacuum furnace where they were baked at a low temperature, 400 to 600 ° F (478 to 589 ° K)
to remove the coating binder and other volatfles. The furnace temperature was then
increased to 2600° F (1700° K) where the costing fused and flowed evenly over all surfaces
of the pagts. This _emperature was held for 60 minutes under a vacuum of less than one
micron (133 mN/m ) and the parts were then furn_e cooled to x_om temperature. The
thiclmess of the unfired or "green" coating was specified to be 20 to 25 mg/cm , which
resulted in a fused coating thickness of 0.003 (0.076 nun) to 0.004 inch (0.102 mm}. 1
All TD NtCr fasteners were coated with an alumtnide to increase oxidation resistance
and as a protective measure to avoid any incompatibility between the TD NiCr and the
silicide coatings on the columbium. Tlds co_ttng is aVac Hyd proprietary aluminide,
VH-28 (Cr-Co-A1-Y). ,t
4.2.3 Insulation - The high temperature insulating blanket material selected for use
between the metallic heat shields and the primary Ioad-carrylng structure was Fiberfrax
H. This material is a product of the Carborundum Company of Niagara Fails, New York.
It is composed of alumina silicate (62% AI203 - 38% SiO2) fibers having a fiber diameter
range of 2 tO 4 microns (2 to 4 pro), a fiber length up to 0.5 inch (12o7 mm), and a melting
temperature above 3500_F (2200° K). The material was oz_lered in .,mnominal thickness of
0.25 inch _0.64 cm) and a nominal density of 6 lb/ft 3 (96 kg/m3). The material received
had an average thickness of 0.33 inch (0.84 cm) arid a calculated density of 5.71 |b/ft 3(91.4 k4_/m ). This was compressed during installation to a density ot 7,1 lb/ft 3
 13.7 kg/mS).
4.3 Test Ha_,dware
The test hardware for 1)_me Ill involved tee-stiffened heat shields, edge retainers and
hold.downs, insulation, and st_ports for one nine-panel test ar_s_ and for the TPSTF array.
Ea0h panel was approximately 12 inches (30.5 ore) wide by 16 inches (40.6 ore) long. The
depth of the complete TPS including the high temperature fibrous instdation and p_mel sup-
pert pests was 4.4 inches (11,2 cm).
Figures 4-2 arid 4-3 sh_Jwone of the completed tee-stiffened heat shields ready for
test. These panels were completely assembled by electron beam welding, each panel con-
taining over 33 feet (10.1 m) of weld applied without straightening or intermediate heat
treating, of.thepanel.
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The panel skin, ribs and rib cap strips were first _le_med and then assembled into weld
toOling for electron beam welding. Tl_e hard-cht'ome plated copper tooling shown In
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 was desigued to permit the completion of all the burn-through .....
longttadiaal tee welds on both panel facus without removing the assembly from the
tooling. The maximum distortion resulting from this welding was 0.050 inch (0. 127 era)
in the panel long dimension. Transverse distortlon.was negligible. The panel subas-
semblies composed of the skin, rib caps, and ribs were subsequently machined to re-
ceive the end closure beams for welding.
Claseout electron beam welding Joined the machined panel subassembly to the complete-
ly machined closure beams. This consisted of an additional 4 feet (1.2 m) of step-butt weld
Joining the panel skin and the rib caps to. the beams and 24 burn-down tee slot welds inter-
connecting the-ribs and the beam webs. For the welding of the panel skin and rib caps to
the closure beams, the assembly was placed in weld tooling whicll held the skin and caps in
contact with the machined step of the beam flange during the electron beam welding on each
side and on the ends of "thepanel. No interior t_oling was necessa1_y and no weld tooliug .....
was needed for the tee slot welds.
Following the completion of structural welding, the panel was positioned approximate-
ly 45_ to the axis of the welding beam and the unwelded, machined step on the inboard edges
of the closure beams were fused round and smooth, removing the maeldned surfaces and
ellmin_tlng the need for edge radiusiug for coating.
Details of the step-butt welds and the tee slot welds for joining the panel skin, rib caps
and rib to the closure beam can be seen in Figure 4-6. The same joint, closed for weld-
ing, can be seen in Figure 4-7. ..
This approach to panel welding with the electron beam process was possible since:
(1) the parts and subassemblies were designed to be self-locating, (2) the welding equip-
ment could be precisely regulated, (3) the operator was abl_ to observe, manipulate, and
control the welding beam during all welding.
The post-to-flange and tube--to--flsnge weldments shown in Figure 4-1 were joined with
the aid of simple positioning tools. In these cases, the weld joints were Square butt Joints
with the cylindrieal parL penetrating through the flsnge, The welds were made from the
flange side to approximately 90% penetration, au_ the weld complet£_l with the parts rotat-
ed while in the inverted position.
The tee member of the longitudinal edge retainer was made with a burn-through weld
joining the cap to-the stiffener. The part was theri annealed and straightened and its e_d
machined for thesquare butt weld and t_e short burn-through weld joining the cap and stiff-
ener to the fl_ge of th6 tube and flange weldment.
42
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_e 4-4, Weldl_ FI_ for Te_-l_ff_ed Heat ......
Shield Panel.- Capto Rib Weld.(137277)
Fi_tre 4-5. Welding Fixture for Tee-Stiffened Heat
Shield Panel - Skin to Rib Weld"(137278)
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4.4 Fabrication Sequence
•" Typical fabrication flow charts for each of the major elements of the TPS are shown in
: Figures 4-8 .through 4-12. Each item of Illustrated hardware except for the lower post .
:. was made of•_.elded columbium alloy. The lower post assembly had an HS-25 (L-60_)
body and an HF;-'188flange joined by brazing. In all cases, the hardware fabrication utfl-
..... ized standard 1_erospace fabrication processes. The preparation for coating of the refrac-
tory metal COl_sisted of "roundLngor radiusing edges and corners either manually or by
vibratory finishing, This prepared the edges and corners with the best condition for the
:. application of the silicide coating. In ge.neral, a radius of 0.015 inches (0.038 cm) was
specified for all columbium alloy components, This task.was generally performed before
• theweldassemblywhere thetaskcouldbe accomplishedduringmachiningoperations,.or
• performecinthevibratoryfinisher.Edge preparationafte_weldassemblyand/ormach-
o, intng.was done either manually or by a combination..of manual and mechanical means,
. One coated panel with associated coated columbium retainers and suppex_ posts and
'. TD NiCr fasteners is shown in Figure 4-13.
• 4.4.1 Weldi_. Electron beam welding was used•extensively for the f_brieation of
Phase DI hardware. The decision to use this process w,_s based upon its demonstrated
reli._ility and the experience and confidence developet dtu'ing the Phase II.fabrtoation •
• and toSt___g.m
.. Electronbeam weldinginvolvedseveraltypesofwelds:(1)burn-throughteewelds
between the panel skin Pad rib caps attaching the ribs, and between.the edge retainer tee
: caps and stiffeners, (2) step-butt welds between the panel skin and rib caps attaching the
closure beams, (3) btu'n-down, tee slot welds between the ribs and beam webs, (4)
square-butt welds used on all tube or post to flange .Joints, on all closure beam subassem-
blies Joining a rough machined beam section to either a _qde or a narrow flange, and the
final assembly weld for the to_ edge retainers, and. (5) fKlet welds Joining the two panel
locater keys to..the flange of the center retainer posts.
:, Abutting edges of all weld Joints were prepared by machining for.the close fit required
_= by electron beam welding. NO filler material was.applled except as provided by the base
i" material in the Joiflt design, l_lo_ to weldi_, parts were alkaline cletmed and chemlc--
_-. allyetchedusingstandardcolumbiumcleaningp1_ocedttves.
All welds required 100% joint fusion with full penetration and fillet formation and con-fo3.-rnanc_v.withspecification MIL-W-46132.. Welds were made using ehro_ne-plated, copper
• and aluminltm hard tooling, Chromium was applier to copper tooling to prevent con-
;_ tamination of the cohun_bittw during welding and .assembly operations. As further insur.-
ante against contalninsflon, all welded pa_ts were acid etched to remove residual, copper
_ prior to each heating or welding operation.
,!
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Figure 4-13. Tee-Stiffened TP8 Components Prior to Testing (137103)
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4.4. Z Heat T_c_tm_nt, - Formed a_t welded pvxts w_re _lmultanoously annealed and
creep straightened or flattened to assure stress-free and properly fitting parts. Thiz
operation was perforn_d at 2600QF (1644oK) for one hour in a vacuum of at least 2.6 x
10"- tort (3.33 mN/m )'. Intermediate annealing and flattening of rough beam weldmonts
were done at 2600' F (1700_K), Parts were loaded with refractory metal weights during
annealing to effect the creep straightening, AU welded parts were vacuum anneaied at
the completion of all operations to assure stable parts during coating.
4. 4. 3 Brazing. - The only brazing performed In Phase ]II was in the fabrication of
the cobalt base alloy lower support posts. Here the flange of HS-188 was brazed to a
HS-25 cylindrical post using General Electric alloy JS100 (10Si-19Cr-3Fe-0. _ Mn-0. 5
Co-0, 15C-Ba1 NI)o Brazing was accomplished at 2150"F (1450°K) in a vacutun of 1 x
10-4 tort (L 38 mN/m 2) using white Nicrobraze stop-off material. The parts were
cooled In the htrnace to 1800°F (1155°K) followed by an argon back-fill and cooling to
room temperature° ...... " "
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ft. SYSTEM WEIGHTS AND COST
" 5,1. System Weights
J
A breakdown of the TPS comlxment weights before and after coating t iS presented in
Table 5-1. In computing th_ unit weight the system is designated to be shared between
adjacent components fore and aft, at the sidos_ and at the corners. Therefore, a unit is
comprised of one each of a heat shield, side retainer, support post set, center retainer, !
tWo plugs, and tWo bolts plus four TD NtCr.screws. The resulting unit weight of the
metallic, components before coating was 2. 47 lb/ft 2 (0. 105 kg/m2). After coating the
= unit _velght increased to 2. 66 Ib/ft 2 (0. 113 kg/m2). Using 7. I pcf (113. 7 kg/m 3) den-
sit-/Fiberfrax H, the insulation unit weight was 2. 22 Ib/ft 2"(0. 093 kg/m2). This re-
suited lu a total system unit weight of 4. 88 lb/ft2 (0. 206 kg/m 2) in the as-coated con-
: dition. ThiS compares to 5. 75 Ib/ft2 (0. 243 kg/m2) for the system fabricated during
Phase II m_d represents a unit weight reductlen of 15-percent (Reference lb). See
Section 6. 7. 2 for additional comments.
AlthoL'gh some efforts were made to reduce individual component weights as a result
of the Ph_u_ H fabrication and testing, an extensive optimization sizing was not under-
taken. The major reduction in weight was achieved by selecting a l__._._,rdensity fibrous _
insulaflc,,t, i.e., 6 pcf (96 kg/m_ compressed to 7.1 per (113.7 kg/m" ) Fiberfrax H i
: instead of I0 pcf (160 kg/m 3) Dyna-Flex (see Section 4.3. 3). ii
• 5.2 System Cost
The cost data presented herein is based on the actual fabricatio_ costs for construct-
ing components for the nine-panel array and the NASA TPSTF specimen. The.data base,
therefore, consisted of a total of sixteen heat shields including spares. This rep1_sents
an area of approximately 21. 3 ft2 (2 m 2) or approximately two-thirds of the estimated
applicable area of the baseline vehicle. The costs include raw material, machining,
• forming, finishing, joining., and coating°
The cost of the components (ineludlng heat shleld, support system, and insulation)
• was $500.02/lb _l101.36/kg). This compares with the $518.21/Ib _i141.43/kg) cost
:_ for the toe-stiffened TPS components fabricated during Phase H. Both the total system
cost and unit weight were reduced during Phase HI resulting'In a net cost/weight saving
of approximately 4 percent.
These redactions were made possible by attaekingthe highest cost and uncontrollableitem encountered during Phase H, that is, the raw material. As shown in Table 5-2 the
__ percent of mate_._al e. : was redaoed by 70 percent. This was accomplished by Increu-
_! ing the man-related ?Uuetiens such as machining and welding. It should be noted that
while the table indicates significant percentage increases in fabrication pro_ess items
_!_ the overall cost in terms of dollars per square foot was reduced by 21 percent.
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Table 5-1. TPS Components Wetght Breakdown
mR , .n i
Weight, Grams
i i ml i I
_; Component Alloy Before Costing After Coating
• II
Heat Shield Cb-752 1086.6 1190.7
Retainer, Side Cb-762 96.8 100.4
Post, Center,. Upper Cb-752 103.6 106.8I
Post, Corner, TTppe_ ! Cb-752 72.3 74.6
i Retainer, Center Cb-.752 54. $ 56.7
! Plug Cb-752 6.0 6.9
Po_t, Lower HS-25(L-605) 64. 5 64.5*
Bolt TD NiCr 4.6 4.7
ScreW. TD NiCr O.9 1.0
* No coating required.
i Table 5-2. Fabrication Process Percentage Cost Breakdovtn
-" Percent of Total Cost
t
Phase I11 Phase II
Material 10.3 34.2
Machining 41.2 31.1
Forming/Finishing 7.8 5.8
Weldiflg 15.1 11.3
_t Costing 25.4 17.4
Brazing O. 2 O. 2
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In accordance with the procedure established during Phase I_ .the individual compon-
ents cost data has been compiled into an nth unit format and the costs projected for five
orbiter vehicles plus spares. This information is shown in Table _-3. . .
The assumptions were: that 24 heat shield units would be required per vehicle; the
current actual costs were baseline; there would be no reduction in per pound material
cost; and there would be approximately an 89-percent composite learning factor applied
to all fabrication par_tmeters. The composite was based on the assumptions that le_n-
Lug factors were 100-percent for material'; 90-percent for machining, joining, and coating;
and 85-percent for forming and finishing, The cumulative aver_q_e cost for n units is
shoWn in F.igUre 5-1. In addition to the. Phase HI components cost projections, those
generated during Phase ]i _Reference lb) are also shown for comparison. The varia-
tion in the curves is due to the initial cost since the same learning curve factors at an
89-percent slope were applied,
In interpreting the data in Table 5-3 and Figure 5-1 it can be seen that for one ship
set.of 24 heat shields, components and insulation covering an area of 32 ft2 (3 m 2) the
cumulative cost would be $49,870. This relates to approximately $342/1b _$753/kg)o
Similarly, for five ship sets of 120 heat shields.and componen_t_s._.e .cum__at_i.v.e_co.st ..
_uld be $193,520 or $265/Ib _584/kg).
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TESTING
The objective of the Phase HI testing program was to functionally test full-scale,
vehicle-sized, thermal protection system test specimens consisting of heat shield panels,
panel retainers and supports, close-outs, and Insulation, aud to evaluate the effects on
the system of simulated Shuttle orbiter missions. Two test specimens and two test
£acflities were planned for use. A three-panel test specimen was prepared for testing in
the NASA Langley ReSearch Center Thermal protection.System Test Facility (TPSTF),
and a nine-panel test specimen for testing by Convair. The TPSTF Specimen would be
used to investigate the effects of hypersonic hot gas flow on heat shield panels and on
parallel and transverse heat shield.Joints, and on the complete TPS. Recommended test
conditions for the TPSTF are given in Appendix C.
The test _ondltions for the nine-panel array were 50 cycles' of simulated flight
environment with boost and reentry times, temperatures, pressure loads, oxygen partial.
pressures and 100 cycles of acoustics pressure. Since the maximum acoustic excitation
and associated potential damage.occur during boost and without temperature considera-
tions, testing was planned to be accomplished in three steps. First the specimen was to
be acoustically tested at room tempe:_ure •through 50 simulated boost cycles of'noise,
followed.by 50 simulated flight cycles of'temperature and load. Finally, the Specimen
was to be exposedto 50 simulated boost cycles of noise at room temperature. This repre-
sents a Conservative approach with the specimen repeatedly acoustically loaded to
maximum levels, after having sustained the full term effects (50 cycles) of thermal
cycles_.
6.1 Test Specimens :_
Two full-Size thermal protection systems representing a portion of the shuttle .I
orbiter underbody heat shield' were designed for testing based upon the evaluation of the
results of Phase II. The designs satisfied vehicle requirements for location, loading
and'frame spacing.
One specimen, to be tested at Convair, consisted of a rectangular array of nine tee-
stiffened heat shield panel.s (three panels long by three panels wide) with ten panel support
pests, six fixed-point p_nel center retainers, six panel edge retainers and high tempera-
ture in_ulatlon, all.mmmt_d on a simulated vehicle Io_d structure with titanium skin,
frames and stringers. A water-co01ed t_st specimen support frame enclosed the nine
panels and supported the load structure. The nlne-panel arrangement permitted the
complete isolation of the center panel, affording freedom from the test frame edge effects.
R also allowed the inclusiorl and testing, of a variety of panel edge restraints which are
_ normal tO flight hardware. The nine-panel test specimen, shown in Figure 6-1 was fabri-
cated to Convair Drawing 76C0104, Figure 3-5.
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A second test specimen was fabricated for testing in hypersonic hot gas flow in the
NASA Langley TPSTF. This specimen possessed three, full-size, tee-stiffened heat
shield panels mounted in line with the hot g_ flowt and six adjacent narrow side panels
with six panel support posts_ two fixed-point panel center retainers, six panel edge
retainers and high temperature.lnsulation. These were all mounted on a simulated load
structure with titanium skin, frames, and stringers, A HS-188 high temperature alloy
test fixture supported the test hardware and the simulated load structure. This test
specimen, with its isolated center panel, permits .investigation of hypersonic hot gas
flow oa the TPS, panels t panel Joints and-panel retainers. The TPSTF test specimen
showa.assembled in Figure 6-2 was fabricated to Convair Drawing 76C0109,..F.igt_,r.e3_.-.1_.L
6. 2 Test Facilities and Procedures
The PhasV HI thermal protectioa system nine-panel test specimen was tested in
facilities at Convair developed to subject the system to a series of repeated orbiter
missions of simulated flight conditions and environment. The TPSTF test specimen will
be tested at NASA.
6. 2.1 AcouStics. -- Acoustic testing of the nine-panel test specimen was perform-
ed in a 128 cubic foot (3. 62 m3) reverberation chamber with the test arr_ty mounted
vertically in the wall, with apparent air flow going from the top of the specimen toward
the bottom. The specimen was supported from the rear and _s vibration-isolated from
the acoustic chamber structure. It was mounted so that only the external surface of the
columbium alloy heat shieldswere subjected to direct acoustic excitation. The center
of the array was instrumented with nine miniature accelerometers to record the response
of the panel and panel retainers to the acoustic flight environment. Figure 6-3 shows
the acoustic test facility with the test specimen mounted in place. Note the horn project- .....
ing from the chamber on the side opposite to the test specimen. In Figure 6-4 is seen
the complete nine panel test specimen mounted in the wall of the acoustic chamber with
acceleromcters and monitoring microphone positioned for test.
Prior to-installation of the test specimen in the reverberation chamber, the center
of the test array was instrumented with nine miniature accelerometers, Endevco Model
2222B t bonded to aluminized Mylar tape and mounted to the face of the panel and retain-
ors with Eastman 910 adhesive. Figure 6-5 shaws the locating dimensions for instru-
mentation. Acceleromster number 5A was moved to position 5B after Cycle 50. DUring
the modal survey, a tenth accelerometer was located for reference on the eenter line of
the frame of the fixture and normal to the heat shield su.'faces. This accelerometer was
located as shown in Figure 6-5 for acoustic Cycle 51 through Cycle 100. The microphone
for measuring the acoustic environment was located 18-hlches (45.7 cm) in front of the
center of the test specimen.
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Before boost simul_tion testing was started, the specimen was subjected to a low i
level slnusoidal sweep from 50 to 1000 Hz to determine the _csonm_t frequencies of each i
accclvromcter position and the phase z'elatmnship referenced to No. 10 acc_lerometer ....
n_otu)ted on the test fixture _rame (Table 6-1), The specimen was then subjected to 50
cycles of boost simulation, each cycle composed of 10 seconds at an overall sound pres-
sure levvl of 158 dB foll0wed by 40 seconds at 155 dB OASPL. Visual inspection of th_
apecime,_ was performed at least once each 10 cycles during Cycles I to _ and at least
once every five cycles thereafter. Figure 6-6 details the noise environment expected
dut-ing shuttle boost and Figure 6-7 shows the boost vibration spectrum.
The response of all acceleromete_'s and of the microphone w_s recorded for each
test cycle on magnetic tape. The tape recorder and test control console arc shown in
Figure 6-8. Microphone data from Cycles 1, 25, 50, 51_ 75, and 100 were reduced for
preparation of plots of octave band width versus sound pressure levels, and accelero-
mete_ data for these same test cycles were reduced for plots.of power acceleration
spectral density versus frequency (see Appendix ]3).
Acoustic testing during Phase H was performed at a maximum OASPL of 155 dB and at
152 dB OASPL for the lower level. It was desired during Phase II to test to the same levels
as used dur.ing Phase HI acoustic testing, 158 dB OASPL and 155 dB OASPL. However,
facilities were_ot then available for this testing. For Phase m"acoustic testing, facilities
_cl_ available and were used for the higher desired levels of acoustic presstlres.
6.2. _ Thermal-Mechanical. -- Thermal-mechanical testing was performed in
Convair,s high-temperature, flight simulation test facility for multi-panel thermal
protection systems. This facfliW was designed t_ apply a controlled, simulated, orbi-
ter flight environment of temperature_ pressure, and Oxygen partial pressure to the
nh_e-panel test specimen.
After completion of 50 cycles of acoustic testing, the ninv-p_mel test specimen was
mounted in th0 hightemperature testing facility seen in Figures 6-9 and 6-10 and
schematically in l_igure 6-11. The specimen is shown mounted horizontally, facing up-
ward In the test facility in Figure 6-12, prior, to testing.
This facility consists of two box-like, stainless steel enclosures: the bottom
enclosure which mounted the test specimen and temperature sensing instruments, and
the top enclosure which mounted the power distribution system, the heat lamps, the
cooling air distribution system, the pressurization gas and o:wgen partial pressure
manifolding, and the hot air plenum and exhaust ducting° The top enclosure is insulated
with approximately two inches (5 cm) ot_ fused silica foam insulation (Glasrock) which
is mechanically mounted. An o:_,gen partial pressure sensor line was also mounted in
the top enclosure. The two enclosures are hinged to open in a clam-shell fashion expos-
tug the skin surfaces of the test specimen. Opening was facilitated by two hydraulic
66
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Table 6-1. Modal Survey and Resonant Frequencies
Acccleromctcr Locationi i i i i i _
Freq. 1 2 3 4 5 6 "/ 8 9
.......
185 - + - 0 - 0 - -
260 - - , + + + 0 -
365 0 - + + + + + +
408 0 + + + 0 +
445 0 0 0 - 0 - 0 0
530 0 - - 0 _ 0 0 0 0
5'20 0 0 0 - <_ 0 + 0 -
620 0 0 - - _ - -" 0 -
718...... + - + - 0 0 + +
850 0 - + + + + - -
980 0 - - - 0 + 0 0
J I _ I III, L I
NOTES: (1) Accelerometer Locations are as Shown in Figure 6-5.
(2) (+) Indicates In-Phase With Reference Signal.
(-) Indicates Out-of-Phase With Reference Signal.
(0) Indicates Phase Relation Undefined.
(3) All AceelerometerS Referenced to Accelerometer No. 10
Located on Frame.
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__ Figure 6-10. Facility for Thermal,Loadt anti Envi, ronmental
i. 'resting of Multl-P_mel 'rPs (135429)
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Figure 6-11. Schematic for Multi-Panel TPS Test Facility
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cylinders _perated from an air.,hydraulic accumulator using shop air. Thc two enelo .....
sures closed and sealed against a silicone rubber gasket, permitting pressurization of
the cavity over the test specimen. Water cooling was provided to both enclosures as .....
required to maintain reasonable operating temperatures and to prevent damage to
i_ temperature sensitive materials.
: In this facility, the specimen was heated by 78 clear quartz infrared heat lamps,
_: No. 3800 T3/CL, rated 3800 watts at 570 volts (100 watts per inch)_ which were
_. mounted in pairs in 38 clear quartz tubes, 28 mm diameter by 1.5 mm thick, The aver-
.-'t,
!;! age spacing of the heating lamp_ was 0.6-inch (1.5 cm) which provided 24 kW per square
foot at rated voltage, supplied from a 600 volt, 3000 kVA system controlled by ignttron
power controllers. The temperature of the test specimen was controlled in three zones
by a programmed power system using temperature feedback in a closed.loop from three
sensing control thermocouples which were spring loaded against the underside of the
apecimen's hot face. The temperature program was provided by a servo-controlled
Research Incorporated heat programmer with a drum mmmted function generator.
The cooling tubes_ installed in the top enclosure as seen in Figure 6-10, were
fabricaf_ed with a central tee outlet. Co_ltng air for the lamps .was supplied into both
ends of each tube and exhausted through the central outlet into the.exhaust plenum
mounted on the center of the top.enclosure. Exhaust air provided efficient cooling of ....
the quartz lamps during facility operation .and was exhausted at approximately 750 °F
(673 o K). The cooling tubes were on 1".2-inch (3. 05 cm) centers and were 0.75-inch
(4.45 cm) above the test specimen. Filtered cooling air was supplied from a 600 psi
(4137 kN/m 2) supply and during testing was used at the rate Gf 50 pounds (23 kg) per
minute.
Before the start of the reentry portion of the test cycle, the cavity over the surface
of the test specimen was flooded with nitrogen gas until the oxygen content approach-
ed zero. During _entry, the amount of oxygen in tlle nitrogen atmosphere was
increased with time, controlled by metering air thl'ough solenoid operated orifices,
thus providing in a stepped function, the desired oxygen content and oxygen partial pres-
sure over the test specimen. The automatic fmu--step metering of oxygen into the mix-
ture provided a good approximation of the desired oXygen content during reentry. The
air-nitrogen mixture for simulation of oxygen partial pressure was evenly distributed
and supplied to the top enclosure at the four corners, through four one-inch (2, 5 era)
tubes from a central s_pply point. The oxygen content of the g_ts mi_ture was monitored
by sampling through a tube entering the cavity of the top enclosure and analyzed by a
Westinghouse Model 209 O_ygen Analyzer. The analyzer and facility contl_l console
are shown in Figure 6-i3.
The design and test profile for the TPS, showing temperature, pressure differen-
tial loading and local surface pressures vcrsus vehicle flight time, arc shown in
74
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Figure 6-13. Test Console and Oxygen Analyzer for
Multi-Panel TPS Tes_ Facility (138486)
Figure 6-14. The local surface pressure is a function of the oxygen partial pressure
and the volume percent of oxygen present. Reentry differential pressure loading starts
at 0.06 psi (0.4 kN/m2), rises to 0.15 psi (1.04 kN/m 2) when the temperature is 2400OF
(15 890 K) and holds _mtILthe temperature drops to 2150 o F (1440 o K). The other reentry
di_fer.ential steps are 0.4 psi. (2.7 kN/m 2) and 0.85 psi (5.9 kN/m 2).
Fifty therluocouples were installed in the test specimen to acquire thermal profile
data during test cycles. Of these, 14 were tungsten-rhenium (W-5 Re/W-26 Re) sheath-
ed thermocouples which were spring-loaded against the back of the hot face of all nine
test p_nels. Thirty-six were chromel-alumel thermocouples installed to measure
temueratures of the support postsj the titanium skin cold fac_, and the insulation. The
locatioris of all thermocouples are shown in Figure' 6-15. Thermocouples 5, 7, and 10
were control thermocouples for each heating zone and the_mocouples 31s 33, and 36
monitored the cold face beneath the control thermocouples. Readout temperatures for
these wcre continuously displayed in bar graph form on a Metrascope. During thermal
cycles 1, 2, 3, 5, 11, 26, 47," and 50j data from all 50 thermocouples were sampled
every 32 seconds by a high speed data acquisition system and etored on ma_metic tape
for processing and print out upon command. During all other thermal cycles, all
tungsten-rhenium thermocouples excepting No. 5, 7, and 10 were removed from the
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test specimen, Cold face temperatures and insulation cool-down rates were monitored
on the Mctr_tsCope.
When the nine-panel test specimen became available and was installed in the high
temperature simulation flight test facility, pressurization tests were run to determine
the pressure loading c_tpabflity of the test system. Earlier investigations by Cress and
Black, Reference 5 , had tndicate3d that the maximum desirable leak.rate through the
TPS specimen was 15 chn (0.007 m /see) calculated on the basis of ml average leakage
area of 0.0075 tn2 per inch (0.019 cm2/cm) of heat shield edge length. From Figure 6-14
it can be seen that the maximum required test pressure, during boost was 3.0 psi (20.7
lfi_T/mZ), and 0,15 psi (1.04 kN/m 2) during high temperature reentry, Pressurization
tests indicated that for a p_e.ssure of 1..08 psi _/. 45 kN/m2), 220 cf_n (0.104 m3/sec) of
air was required, Thus for 3.0 psi _20.7 kN/m 2) an i_tolerably high flow raft., was
indicated. Pressure testlng was performed which isolated" the specimen and the facility
and which showed that 56-pereent of the apparent leaks were around the specLmen hold-
ing _re and through the test specimen. The balance of the losses were through the ....
top enclosure around the quartz cool_ng tube penetrations and the quart_ _be penetra-
tior_ into the hot gas pleaum where tempera_res of 1200°F (922°K) were anticl_t.e.d.
Continued testing at decreasing pressuress indicated that to attain the desired
reentry pressure of 0. 15 psi (1. 04 kN/m2)_ a gas flow of .55 ef_n .(0. 026 m3/sec) was
needed. Asstuning that all other losses.could be arrested, then 56-percent of the tlow
or 3.0° 8 chn (0. 015 m3/sec) would be around and through the test specimen when at the
desired pressm'e of 0° 15 psi (1o 04 kN/m2). Flow rates of this magnitude would have
um'ealistt.cally heated the insulation, the support system, and the simulated vehicle
structure and would have invalidated the test results.
Based on the considerations of high tlow rate_ the probability of success in seal-
Lug facility leaks, and the unpredtctabillty of modification costs and schedule lmpactp a
decision was made to discontinue the boost phase portion of the test cycle and all pres-
sure loading of the test specimen during reentry. All other test parameters of. time,
temp.era_urc,, and oxygen partial pre.ssure were maintained (Figure 6-16).
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Figure 6-16. Thermal Test Parameters in Nine-Panel Test Specimen
6.3 Test Results
Th_ nine-pan(_l test specimen survived 50 thermal and 100 acoustic cycles of
flight simulated reentry, verifying the thermal/structural design and demonstrating
significant tolerance to oxidation damage. The isolated center test panel of the array
renutined fiat and undamaged by. thermal stresses, Justifying the nine-panel test ar-
rangement. The center test panel was readily cltsassembled for tus_ctton and rehx-
stalled after repah'.
Three types of damage repair were attempted and verified:, on-site, in-place,
and in-shop. The on-site and in-place repairs were very successful. DisassembLy
and reassembly ofindividualheat shieldsand retainersfor inspection,refurbishment
and repair,or replacement were demonstrated atthe end ofCycle 21 and Cycle 50.
These removals simulateposf-fllght,QXternalpanelremoval from a flightvehicle.
Damage sitesinnon@ritlcalp_etsor areas were allowedto _,n-owithoutrepair
to verifythe designcapabilityofremoval when severelTdamaged. Both repairt_dand
unrel:eiredllardwarewere thermallyexposed through50 simulatedmissions and acous-
tlcallyexcitedto investigatetheirsusceptlbilttyodamage growth and/or propagation.
Followingthe completionof thetests,thecomplete nine-panelT..PStestspecimen
was disassembled for post-testevaluationo_performance. Further in£ormationwas
gatheredon typesof damage to testhal,dwaze, inSulatiottperformance, ,'rodproblem
areas of disassembly and inspection.
6.3.1 Acou_ti,_.Testing.-- At no time duringand afterthefir.st50 acoustictest
cycleswas t_erc _t_.yevidenceof damage, excessivemovement, or physicat.changein
thecomponents ofthe testspecimen. Data were accumulated and recorded en acoustic
cycles1, 25, and 50. For these cycles,dataplotswere prepared of themicrophone
sound pressures at boththe highand the low sound leveland o_the accelerationsp¢ctral
densl.tyfor each acc_lerometer _tboth sound levels. Typical dataplotsare foundin
Appendix B. At1postfastenersand plugs requiredretorqulngafteracoustictestingto
the 15-inchpounds (1.7 Nm) torquelevelestablishedfor thistest.
At thecompletion ofthermal cycling_acoustictestingwas resumed with Cycles
._Ithrough100. In anticipationofpossibiestructuralfailureresultingfrom thermal
damage to the post of the side retainer G/RS, aceelerometer 8 was relocated te posi-
tion 8B at the corner of the test panel held by retainer G/RS, There was no structural
damage nor excessive movement of the components identified during test. Two post
filler plugs, which are non-structural, failed during acoustic test and as a result of re-
torquing between test cycles. Post test inspection also showed no structural damage
tdettttflable to acoustic excitation) no propagation of defects) and no unusual coating rub-
bing or scrubbing on mated surfaces. Inspection of the test specimen wa_ performed
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initLally every cycle and each fifth cycle after Cycle _. T}tL_inspection revealed that
acoustic cxoLtatlon was loosening the post rctainex bolts which arc buried at the bottom
of the retainer post_, Repeated retorquing t_ the established test level of 15 inca-pounds.
(l. 7.Nm) did not solve the problem, After test cycle 66, all ten p_st retai,or bolts
wore tightened to a minimum of 25 to 30 inch-pounds (2,8 to 3.4 Nm) torque, solving
the loosening problem during acoustic iost. However during final disassembly of the
test specimen, removal torques were fJund to be as low as five inch-pounds (0.6 Nm),
showing that the problem of fastener torquing or locking had not been .resolved.
Data from acoustic test cycles 51, 75 and 100 was aocttmulatcd a,d recorded and
data. plots of microphope sound pressure levels and accelerometer power spectral
densities Were prepared as before. These data plots ave found in Appendix B. Figure
6-17 shows the test specimen at the oompletion of testing.
6.3.2 Thermal Testing -- After completing the 50 the_'mal cycles _imulating
orbiter reentry flight, the nine-panel test specimen was in excellent condition as soon
in FigUre 6-18. All heat shield panels were flat and fi'ee of local warlmge or buckling.
Panel edge retainers remained in contact with heat shieIds and there was no evidence.
of problems related l" tbormal/st_m_otural desi_,n. Oxidation damage sites arising from
several causes -- the majority being test peculiar -- were evident at_d.lmdbeen docu-
mented _om first sightings. Oxidation damage had been arrested by repair coating or
permitted tc grow to allow observation of problems associated with oxidation damag_
during eor_tinued thermal exposure and the dynamics of acousgi_ excitation. Oxidation
sites which had been satisfactorily repair-coated continued to protect the metallic
substrate.
The test specimen was acoustically _sted for an additional 50 simulated boost
cycles and disassembled for detailed evaluation of the stl'uctural integrity, reusability,
damage tolerancej and for insulation perfornmnce, ,_tudtes of refurbishment and re- .
pair of problems associa_d with dis_tssembly and hlspection,
6.3.3 Disassembly -- Disassc_mbly stat'ted with the removal of the center heat
shield panel, simulating the removal of an external panel from a veldcle, see Figure
6-19. The center panel was disassembled from the array by removing the post filler
plugs, tmbolting the retainers_ and sliding the panel from trader the adjacent panel.
Plugs which had been damaged by oxidation or torqued to failure, did not delay removal
of the submerged post retainer bolt_. The balance of disassembly w,_s normal, except-
ing the removal of one post filler plug which had been pornlltted is oxidize, Figure 6-34,
so that no drive socket ren_atned. T10isplug was drilled through and removed with an
"Easyout" hand tool, a possibility which hacl been considered in desi_. During dis-
assembly of the test specimen, one of the plugs was torqued is failure. Since the body
of the plugs arc cylindrical, access to the reiainer bolt at the bottom of the posts was
still possible and the bolt was removed. All post retainer bolts wel'c removed with_ut
difficulty, although the design would accommodate removal by "l.;_lsyout" tools if necessary.
8]
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6.3.3.1 Coadition of panels: Tile center heat shield panel .of the test specimen
which had experienced thermal and mechanical edge conditions during test which were
representative of those imposed on a typical flight heat shield, remained flat and free
of local distortion and warpage after completion of tests. Tl_ls is seen in Figure 6-20. .
The balance of the heat shields seen disassembled in Figures 6-21 and 6-22 display the
same absence from locM distortion and warpage as the center panel, though the edge
effects of the 2000 °.F (1366 ° K) thermal gradient from the panels to the water--coolc_d
fixture, ,are evident in overall warpage of these peripheral guard panels. This warpage
did not interfere with the guard panels remaining flat with the normal edge restratut
afforded by panel retainers and by file test fLxture.
6. 3.3.2 Condition of insulation: The fibrous insulation selected for the Phase HI
thermal,p_-otection system perfoxmled satisi_actorlly under the test conditions. There
waS no evidence of incompatibility with the test haz-chvare nor with the test "envtronmentt i
it remained dimension,Mly stable and did not densi_ due to sintering_ and it did not dis-
integrate nor oompact durin5 test. Figure 6-23 shows the top surface of the insulation
mass with all. surface hardware removed. Figure 6-24 is looking into one insulation
hole where an upper post l_as been removed. The condition of the insulation and the lack
of compacting is clearly evident.
6.4 Damage Assessment
Major areas of concern in Phase rff were the tolerance of file TPS to oxidation dam-
age caused by coating breakdown_ and the ability of the hm-dwaz, e to retain its integrity
while dmnaged m_d _ubjected to repeated reentry flight cycles, l_:valuations in these
areas were made continuously tlu-oughout all testing, foUowed by a detalledj piece-by-
piece assessment of the d,-unage to the test harchvare at the completion of all acoustic
and thermal testhlg. These inspections revealed that the nmjm-ity of the danmges were
of a minor nature or were tmrelated to flight hal'dwax-e, m_d tlmt such damage did not
compromise the ability of hardware to properly perform its design func_ons tllroughout
the complete planned spectrum of acoustic and thermal testing.
All damage to the nine-panel thermal protection system test hardwa.re during Phase
HI thermal testing was.by oxidation of. the columbtum substrate, resulting from coating
breakdown. Causes for the majority (80%) of coating damage have been identified and
characterized. A detailed assessment was made of the dam_e and the location for each
item of coated columbium, and a probable cause was assigned for each case of coating
damage. The data in Tables 6-2 to 6-5 display all of the identified damage to each item
of test hardware, grouped as _o heat shiehl panels, panel retainers, upper support pgsts
and the nonstructural, post fillm, plugs. The probable causes or sources of damage are
as follows:
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5Figure 6-23. Top Surface of FLberfrax H Insulation Mass after 50 Thermal
Cycles to 2400°F and 100 Acoustic Cycles - Heat ShLelds and
Pane/Retainers Removed (138754)
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FLgure 6-24. Hvle in Insulation with Upper Support Post Removed Showing CondLtion of
Insulation afte_ 50 Thermal and 100 Acoustic LLfe Cycle Tests (138749)
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1. Design - Damage caused by an orror in design which provided inadequ_tte clear-
ance between parts m_d allowed impacting dta'ing acoustic excLtation_ damaging the
coating on one or both parts, An example of this is shown in Figures 6-25 and 6-26
where the pm_el corner impacted _he shoulder of the retainer post B/R3 during
acoustLc testing and eventually resulted.in the hole in the post. The retainer post
had been increased in diameter and the shoulder thickened after Phase II without
complete clearance checks with adjacent panels.
2. Manufacturing - Damage resulting from inadequate manufacturing quality control
which allowed discrepant parts to go into assembly. Discrepancies consisted of
dimensional errors, improper'finishing, or undetected flaws. In Figure 6-27, the
dimensionally incorrect load pads on the longitudinal beams of the panel allowed the
pad to impact the retainer post, damaging both the pad and the body. of the post.
This pad, during acoustic vibration, i,mpacted the body of a retainer (replaced after
Cycle 21) creating an oxidized hole similar to those seen in retainer G/R5 of Figure
6-26.
An example of improper finishing is illustrated in Figure 6-28. (This panel
also displays corner damage due to design discrepancies.) The weld bead extended
under the retainer and was not ground flush permitting high local load_ng and impact-
ing during acoustic excitation, creating coating damage m_d eventual failure.
The large oxidized area to the left in Figure 6-29 is thought to have been the
result of an" undetected crack or flaw in the beam material. (No components were
inspected by NDT prior to testing.) An attempt was made to repair this site, which
was unsuccessful due to its inaccessibility and an unsatisfactory furnace atn_osphere
during fusing of file repair coating. Other similar cases arc the damage sites of
I/R6 and R1 in Figure 6-26.
3. Coating - Damage identified to have resulted from inadequate quality control of
the suicide coatLng process. This includes the quality of the n_tterials, the distribu-
tion of constituents before and after fusing, and the thickness of coating on all surfaces,
particularly on interior cylindrical surfaces, edges and corners. Evidence of inade-
quate coating protection on interior surfaces is seen in Figure 6-26 on the pl.ugs and
the post inside diameter of reta, iner D/R4. Examples of local coating, lack of protec-
tion are seen in Figure 6-30 which has two damage sites, one hole througt_ a rib and
the other an area on the beam web. Figure 6-31 illustrates two cases of edge damage
caused by unsatisfactory coating. In. Figure 6-32 a_e seen two other typical damagt:
sites caused by poor quality coatl_lgo
9O
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Figure-6_5. Panel Corner Damage Caused by Design
De_cLcncy - 50 Cycles (138746)
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: :" Figure 6-26. P_nel Retainers and Plugs with Damage from
i,'_ Several Causes -50 Cycles (138726)
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Figure 6-30. Panel._vlth Oxidation Damage and Hole Caused by
Coating DclteienciCs - 50 Cycles (138710)
Figure 6-31..Edge Oxidation to Panel Caused by.Coating
Deficiencies - 50 Cycles (138732)
'J ¢j, !
e, |
Figure 6-32. Panels with Local Damage Sites Caused by Coating
Deficiencies - 5"_ Cyctcs (138728) i
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4. M'_terials -- Damage caused by the uao of unsatisfactory or in,-ompatiblo materi-
als which reacted adversely when exposed to [he flLgh! m' test conditions of. temlx, ra-
furs, local atmosphere, time and pressure, or ltmd_. One ease of apparent hleom-
patibillty of materials was ogt_vealed. The situation was a test peculiar ooadltloa
tmrelatod io flight hart heart and hnvolvcd th¢_ spring-loaded metal sheathed, tungsten-
rhenium thcrmoeouple proi_s, which reacted with the sllielde coated hot skin during
thermal cycling. Though 14 such probes were tn use under similar eenditions, only
four caused seating damage, throe of which became through holes in the.skin. , Lgure
t;-33 shows two views on the skin, surface of'such a site befo_'c a through-hole devel-
oped. This damage is discussed ['urther hx Section 6.5.
5. Assembly - Coating damage resulting.from normal asseml-ly and,disassembly
operations en'eountcrcd during turn-arom_d inspection. The damage sites in the
hexagonal _'tve socket of the post filler plugs shown in Figures 6-34 arid 6-26 are
of this type. Th_s damage developed during wrenching operations and is expected
of coated fastel_rs. (The situation may have been worsened by improper edge
preparation for coating[. The plug t_ a nonstruetural, throw-away item and the
socket oxidation did not impair its removal.
6. Test Peculiar - Damage to coating which resulted from condO|on, . i
exclusively to the particul_" test.and.which were not realistic o-_ q_ _t _.ou(ILtions..
Several.examples of fills .were available fr_am the nine-panel te_t specimen due-to the
steep therma.L _ra_iients experienced by the gualxi panels which surrounded and iso-
laged the center test panel from edge effects created by the tests. The cracking and
oxidation sites in the guard pJ.nels of Figure 6-35 were test pecuXLax, Other dam,-_e
sites resulted from the distortion of guard panels - a preduct of the severe thermal
gradients. These panels flexed rather vigorously with an over-center action during
disassembly for inspection and repel.r, causing coat.ing damage ',o themselves and
adjacent parts. This damage was test peetfllar since suvh distm'tion resulted Lvom
the test thermal gradients and not from normal assembky and disassembly opera-
tions. Examples of tl_is test peculiar damage ave see_ in the guard panel in Figure
6-36 ,'rodon the retainers R1, 1t2, and B/R3 in Figure 6-26.
7.. Flight Normal - Damage to coating which was considered to be a normal condi-t ii
tion and realistic to vehicle har&var.e.. Examples of this were the dmnage caused by
parts in contact responding to the thermalD mechanicM_ and physical aspects of
the repeated flight envt.ronment. An example is the damage site at the base of the
panel locating key on the upper suppogt post in Figure 6-37. Two other cases afterL-..
;" 50 therma_ cycles are seen in Figure 6-38, both seriotm enough to require a design
_" improvement in this panel urea.
l
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Figaro 6_33. Damage Site on Parcel Located C_Jer Thermocouple
Probe - I_)th Sides Shown -- Cycle 8 (L'$8747,1:$8748) ................................
_. _,.._,._ ,
• of lJo_;£ l,'iller Plug - Assembly
-! Damage - 50 Cyclc_ (13_4_8)
I
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Figure 6-37. Upper Post Damage Due to Flight Normal Causes - Top,
Indeterminate Causes - Bottomp 50 Cycles (138729).
Figure 6-38. Flight Normal Panel Damage Requirl_
Rcdesign - 50 Cycles (138727)
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Figure 6-39, Oxidation ,Sik_ at [,:ntis of l'anc.ls - hdctermimitc
Caust.s - 5t) C;yclcs (138715, 1:18720, 138722)
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Nearly half (47c;_) of ;ill retainer damage were retold to be test pt, culim" followed by
eoating causes (29. 4c,_)_md by desi_,nl (11. 8_j_,). By a review o£.lhe Plmse HI desl_,n_t clear-
lance of the ret_mr posts and heat shield panels mid by bnprovtng quality control effor_:s
during m,_lufae_ring and coating operatiorts, the retainer defect rate can be reduced te
one defect in 2.5 panels per 50 flights. Except for the end of the tee member_ this part is
st_:uctur,-dly critical and would require frequettt.iur_aarotmd inspection to remove damaged
parl st. This is readily accompl4shcd by in-place inspection and by easy removal.
_.4.3 Post'Fillor Plugs Flight llardwaro, - The domtnmlt (lam,_e to post filler plugs
as seen in Table 6-4 was caused by oxidation sites on the inside dinmctvr of the body (51._J',_'_)
and on the outside of the body (19.4%), accounting" for 71 percent of _ d,-_mage. Socket
dam;tgc of 25. s percent arose from assembly operations and possibly f_om improper edge
preparation. The main thrust for improved filler plug reliability must be to improve the
coating of the body, pax'ticularly on the inside diameter; The most optimistic improve-
ments could not reduce the damage rate to less than. one per part lyOr 50 flight cycles.
Iiowever, the filler plug is nonstruetur,'tl and functions only to shield ,and protect the sub-
m_rged superalloy panel fastener, Excessive oxidation damage or loss of a plug does not
impact fligl_t safety nor impair disa_sscmbly operations as shoxvll during disassembly of.
the nine-panel test specimen after 50 simttlated flight cycles. Iterc one plug was "lost"
during final acoustic testing, one was torqued to failure duriwg test, and one was so
seriously damaged by oxidation as io require removal with an "E_my-out" tool. In all
cascs.gurthcr .disassembly was unaffected.
6.4.4 Upper Post Flight IIardwaro. - Very little damage was evident on the upper
posts (see Table 6-5) which were examined. Four posts were completely removc¢_ :rod
inspected mid six were inspected in place wfih the top flange, locater keys and the post
inside dIameror visible to inspection, The absence of damage indicates good design for
coat¢_l colmnbium l_ardware. The total damage was limited to bye eases of flight normal
dam,'tgc to the welds which affLx the keys to the flange on two parts and some tmassigned
damage to a bottom edge and to a clearance hole. None of these damages could have
reasonably catmod ultimate failure of the part ir_ 50 to 1_)0 fligl_t cycles. The damage rate
of the p_trts tested and inspected was 0.5 per part in 50 flights and this probably could
not bc improved fc_r flight h,'u-dware.
6. I. 5 Dmal,q_ Assessment Smnmary. - The total mtmber of danmge sites (see
Table 6-6) c_m be substantially reduced for flight hardwm.'e by efforts to improve coating
mad m:um[aeturblg quality con_'ol and by design review and improvement to remove ln-
trrfvrenees ,-rod.to increase produeibtlityo _?,onservatlvely, the damage could be reduced
to 6, 8 site per TP8 ttnit consisting of seven parts of eoaWtl coittmbitun (_c '_- ": -- .,-It
or h,ss thm] one .damage site per pm't per 50 flight cycles_ l_lost of these sites weuld
have been discovered during turmtround inspections of the vehicle thermal p_'oteeUon
sy'_:tem :rod the damaged pm'ts repaired or replaced.
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As had been autieipak_cl dar.Lag desil.,ml the eoak_d uolumbium Ixwts did suffer ,oxi-
d.ltion dmuagc from the repeated sinmlated reentry fltgltts. Most of the damage was.of
a mhmr tmture trod.did m,t structurMly degrade the .hm'dware. Ptulels_ ptmel fasteners,
plugs_ tuld retahlers were removed.when desired for inspection lull| assessment of oxida-
tion damtuget tmckseverely damaged-plugs mrl fasteaers were removed for replacement
without dmuaghlg adjactalt parts. The damage tolertmee and the ability of the TPS h_
perform its desl6m itmettm_sp though d,-unaged_ wer_ most evident from the post tent
rex_ew of the TPS htu'dware .........................
_;.5 Materials Problems
Two problems arose during Phase HI fabrication a.nd tostit_g which were traceable to
tile materials. The first involved the Cb-752 columbium alloy supplied by Wah Chang
Albm_y Corporation. The other involved the nmterial selected as sheathing for the high
temperature, t tmgst en- rhenium the rmoeoupte.
During [abrieation, several cracks were encountered in or near electron beam wolds.
and during cold straightening operations. Cracking of this n_ure h_d not been exper-
ienced d'uring Phase II fabriea.tion of identical hardware tmfng tile same processes. It
was dineovert_- that the cohlmbiun_ sheet mad plate furnished by Wah Chang for Phase H" J
differed from that furnished for Phase III. Phase II inaterLaJ-Jxad inclut.k,d a Wah Chmxg
proprictaL'y additive which enhmaced weldabili_, mid minLmized cracking probabilities.
This additPce wa_ present in otdy one heat of materL-tl furnished fox" Phase III fabrication
and this only for use on a minor part. The procuring purchase order, as recommended
by Wah Chang, hint specified that the material, be fur_xished " ..... fully reerystalIized
and best weldable quality." It is believed flint tile absence of this additive inflXleneed the
cracking experienced during PtmselTI _abrication. If such a crack were present and
undetected prior to silieidc coating, a major oxidization site such as that seen in Fig'two
6-29 could have resulted, i
The second problem encountered during Phase 1I involvtxt the si_eathtng material [or
the lrigh temperature ihcrmocouples. For Phase I_ an iridium sheath, had been used.
llowever, the sheath was veL'y brittle, thereby creating probloms during fabrication and
instMlation.. Ill addiiion_ the.|rid|am was procured from a non-domestic source whiel_
rcsulget| ill all extensive lead-time and a total cost beyond the budgetm3" restrictions of
this program. After an in-house evaluation, Inconei 600 ['72 Ni-15 Cr-8Fc-IMn (plus
St, Cu, C° S) "_was selected for the sheathing. The ev:duation consisted of thormtd
exposure front 2000" to 2400°F {1366 to 1589°K) at one atmosphere in ai.v with thermo-
couples in contact with R-512E/Cb°752 coupons, under pressure loads r:mging from
approximately 400 to _50 psi (2.76 to 4.48 MN/m"). The duration of tile exposure was
62 to 66 hours. No macroscopic reaction was observed on either the coupons or tile
sheathing materiM.
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Fourteen thormocouples sheathed with Inconcl 600 wcrc tnst_dlod in the test speci-
mt, n and spl:tng-loadcd against the skin hot face. After ohc cycle at 2250°F (1505°K), a
small eruption of slag-like material Was evident on the top face of the skin opposite to
,,he thcrmocouplo. This was accompanied by a deformation of the skin due to excessive
spring loading by the probe. The-spring pressure on all probes was reduced to prevent
further de_'mation damage to the skins. After iherm',d cycle i and latex" after cyc[e 31,
similar surface eruptions were observed over thermooouplc locations in adjacent panels.
Those throt_ damage sites resulted in through holes in the skin.
After completion of testing and during disassembly, a similar damage site was
fotmd on a fourth panel. This site was only visible on the side of the panel contacted by
the thermoooupIe probe. There was no indication of .'m eruption on the top skin surface.
It is notable that there were ten other high temperature thermocouple positions where
the Inconcl 600 sheathing was in contact with the stlicidc coated columbium and thex.c
was no evidence of reaction between the sheathing and the silieide. A total of 27
sheathed tungsten-rhenium thermocouples were installed in the test specimen during
Phase III testing.
It was evident that an incompatibility problem existed between the sheathing materi-
al and the coated columbium under the circumstm_ees and conditions of thermal testing.
It was not o. predictable situation since but kmr thermocouple positions showed evidence
of reactions, Subtle differences may have existed flora position to position that would
account for the differences in reaction. These might include: (1) tcmperature varirmees,
(2) load on the probe, (3) the presence ot_oxide films on either contacting surface, or
(4) remnants of insulation on the tip of the probe acquired during installation. It has
been reported that under the proper conditions of temperature, time, pressure and
atmosphere, nicklc base alloys such as Inconel O00 react unfavorably with silieide coat-
ings and with columbium (Refez_ence 6 ). A thin barrier layer of insulation or of an
oxidation resistant foil such as iridium can be used to prevent the occurence of problcnm
such _ts t4_ose eneeuntered during Phase III testing.
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6.6 Acoustic Analy._is
,ks _eribcd in Section 6.3. 1, the tee-stiffened heat slflold pmml survived tim
aeousLie test progr4_m without any structural_damage attributable to sonic fatigue.
The purpose of the subject avaluation, therefore, was to compare _malytieal _md
test results in order to validate _m:tlytical sonic fatigue prediction procedures used ...
tit! 1_ng this program. 1
1
Test panel responses to acoustic c._eitatlon were measured by accelcrometcrs
located as shown in Figure 6-4. Response data were presented as plots of acceler-
ation spectral density in G2/IIz versus frequency in llz. llowever, acoustic fatlgxm
tmalyses were made by use of Convatx Aerospace Computer Progr,-ma P5454, which
computed panel responses in .terms of d_slamle stresses. (Reference lb, Appendix C.)
It was necessary, therefore, to estimate the dymmlic stresses correspending to the
measured accelerations in Order to establish a compatible basis for comparing mm-
lytical mtd test results.
Tlic test pmml, being effectively supported only at two ends, was considered as a
simply supported beam. A simply supported beam unck, r a uniformly distrfbuted load
has its mmximum bending deflection 0') and st_'ess (t) at mld_p,an.
- EI -,an df - =Yma.x
..... max I
For a panel exposed to acoustic pressure, the acoustic pressta'e applied static.ally
can be st_bstituted for W. By rai>ioing the normalized stress to the normalized deflection,
i. e., (fmmx/W)(Ymax/W), the foil.owing expression is obtained,
f_ 48Ecy
5£ 2
where c is the distance from the neutral axis of the beam to the extrem_ fiber.
From review of the panel modal survey data contained in Table 0-1, hi eonjmmtion
with. the acceleration spectral density plots obtained during, acoustic fatigue tests, it wa_
determined that the panel bending mode at a frequency of 295 Hz developed maximum
bending stresses. It is noted that this is the s.mne mode and frequency reported in
Reference lb, .qt,.,_,_.._. w,_,.e ...1..,,1..,..._ _,.,
.............. , thc f_llov_',ng .... _'....-- plocc ,hLC._Zii"$t,rnia
accelerations were calculated by taking the square root of the product of acceleration-
specL ral density times filter b_mdwidth and n_t,Riplying }W the gravitational constant,
386 in/see 2. The rms displacements were then obtained by dividing the nns accelera-
tions in in/see 2 by the square of the resonant frequency in radians per second. Consider-
ing the phase relati_ships among the several accelerometcrs, the maxt_num relative,
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rms displacement along the panel was then obtained, Thie displacement wfis then
sttb_titutcd in the _,xpl'c_ssion
t. 48Ec_
5_
to yield the dyn,mlic rms stress in psi.
The measured responses of. the panel include the effects of ild_et_cnt damping
(dynamic magni4"lcatlon), but do not include the effects of local stress raisers. Inspec-
tion of the half-power points on the acceleration spoctral density plots indicates that the
average panel damping coefficient in the 29.5 tlz mode, O/Cc, is 6 percent of c_ttical;
this corresponds to a dynanltc magnification.faCtor, Q, of 8.33. However, if the filter
bandwidth is.greater than the structnral bandwidth, the damping estimate may be high.
The dynamic _'ms stress in the 295 Hz mode calculates to be 1218 rms psi for the
high.level, 158 dB OASPL, input shown in Figure 6-40. I_ a local stless raiser of
KT = 4,0 is considered, the local dynamic stress is 4872 rms psi. The 40 maximum
loc,.d dynamic stress is then 1.8,488 psi and the critical stress (lcr) for maximum partial
ck'_mage i_ 9, 244 psi. From Rcferenoe lb_ Page 269, the total required life of the TPS
panel for 100 flights is 5,000 seconds trader acoustic, c_.xetiation during lift-off and ascent
of the Space Shuttle vehicle. At a resonant frequency of 295 Hz,_this corresponds to.
1.475 x 106 stress reversals.
Fatigue life evaluation of the test panel was made in.t_ ways, based on reversed
bending (R = -1) stress-cycle (S-N) cu_'ves shown in Figure 6-63 of Reference lb.
First, u_ing the local dynamic strese level of 4, 872 rm_ psi in conjunction with the
derived random S_N curve, it is seen that the fatigue life expectancy is about 108 stress
reversals. Second, using the critical stress level of 9,244-psi, the fatigue life expect-
.-racy is in excess of 108 stress reversals, based on the sinusoidal S-N curve. Hence,
by-either procedure a large margin ef safety is shown as predic_d.
In summary, as predicted in Reference lb for the columbium alloy TPS panels,
margin.s of safety are large and fatigue life expectancy is h_defhlite with respect to
acoustic exposm:eo As a matter of interest, dynamic stresses developed undbr acoustic
exposure,, reported in Reference lb_ when normalized by the incident acoustic pres-
sures are the same. as the r_ormalized stresSes_btained _uring the tests reported herein.
6.7 Thermal Analysis
6.7.1 Methods' of Analysis. -- The thermal analysis presented herein was v_mduct-
ed using a computer program designated GAWEB 9793, Transient, Two-Dimensional tieat
Transfer Program. This program accommodates a eariety of engineering thermal, analy-
sis requirements, The program tncludes provisions for radiation lntcrchau_ between
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Figure 6-40. ACouStic Spectrum - High Level (pre-thermal tests)
elements of the test specimen model and the test chamber. EThis program differs from
the one used' during Phase II, Convair Aerospace Computer Program 1272, which predicted
thermal interactions between the TI)S model and deep space, ._ Problems involvtn__g a multi-
rude of materials with various condueflvifles, specific heats, and emittances as functions
of temperatures, and with conductivity as a ftmction of both temperature mid pressure are
analyzed.
Aerodynamic heating of the panel surface _s simulated ms a Ume-variable heat flux.
The effect of wall temperature .onheat flux.was included. View factors between elements
of the thermal model and between the mod_l and the teSt chamber were obtained by using
the computer programs of References 7 and 8, The overall radiant inte_,.hlmge
factors including mRltiple refl_etious for'gray diffuse surfaces at constant emittances
were-obtained f_om the p_gz.m_ of Reference 9 . Symmetry w_s ,._,_d to yield a mini-
real. of thermal elements within the model., i
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1",,' tile columlJium alloy components the same metallurgical assumptions were used
I,,,(:m _ts those tl_vd during Phase-IL That is, when coated,, onc-thlrd._f the coating
thi(.kacss rcstdts Item penetration of the base metal. Diffusion of the coating into the
base 4svt;d. continue,_ as the material is cycled at high temperatures, A coating of Oo003
i,}(.h (_J..WJ8 cm) was applied .ta the panels manufacturcd under this program t and lt'wus
:,:_umud that a diffttsion of 0.0000t inch. (0.00003 cm) per side would occur, during each
cycle. Thus, if the original panel thickness is i#. 020 inch (0o 051 cm), after coating the
new base mctrd thickness is 0,018 _0o046 cm), and the total thickness is 0.024 inch
(0.061 cm). Alter 10.9 cycles, the fin_.l base metal thickness is 0.016 inch (0.041 cm).
Thermal properties el" the coating material and diffusion zone are not known at present.
hi this study, p:mel temperatures .'rodtemperature gradiente are based on (1) conduction
using the base metal.thickness after 100 c?/cles "0.016 inch (0.041 cm) in above example_,
and (2) thcrm,'d inertia using the total thickness 'i0.024 inch _0.061 cm) in gbove example"
and 1.he tlmrmaL conductivity and sl_cific heat of Figures 6-41 and 6-42. The conduction
heat transfer terms used h)r the coated columbium elements in the support post analysis,.._
however, are based on the total thickness. These assumptions should yield the worst
case panel gradients and the worst case x_th rcslx_ct to heat tr,'msfer through the suplx)rt
post to the backup stJ_cture.
6.7.2 Thermal Sizing -- The insulation sizing was based on a thermal model that
hmludcs effects of both temperature and pressure on insulation thermal conductivity.
The local static surface pressure at X/L = 0, 025 was employed. A 0. 020 inch (0.051
,._; t;i,_nlum adiabatic backup structure was used_ and it was assumed that the insulation
mid backup structure were initially at *I00_F (311°K) prior to entry.
Insulation sizing results based on the 7.2 lb/ft 3 (1.15,3 kg/m 3) Fiberfrax H data of
Fi_,mrvs 6-43 and6-44 l'rom Reference 10 are presented in Figure 6-45. This indicates
that an insulation thickness of approxin_atcly 3.4 inches (8. 6 cm) would be required to
limit the load carrying structure to 650'F {_;162<). Itowevcr, the post length had been
sized to 3°7 inches (9.4 cm) on the basis of using Dyna-Flex and the analysis of Phase 1I
_Ilvference lb, Figure 6-33). With 3.7 inches (9.4 cm) of Fiberfrax I! the predicted
titanium structural temperature was 580°F (577°K).
It therefor_ follows that the unit weight of the insulation could have been reduced
from 2.22 lb/ft (0° 093 kg/m 2) noted in Section 5. L to 2.07 lb/ft 2 (O°087 kg/m2).
Together with the reduction in post height the theoretical TI_ unit weight should ha¥c
been 4o 72 lb/ft 2 (0o 199 kg/m2)°
;_. No variations to the Phase II panel analysis 4Ttofez'cncc ]b, Section 6.3° 6) were
:_ employed and those predicted temperature distributions were assumed to bc valid for
the Phase HI cffol_°
IO9
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Figure 6-41. Thermal Conduotivtty of Cb_-752
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Figure 6-42, Specific Heat of Cb-752
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For the panel support structure, modifications _re made to the bt-metal posts arid
to the titanium stl_lcture tha_ altered the heat transfer from that of the Phase H tests.
The prim,'uT modification to the Cb-752 upper post was the addition of more massive
heat shield guides {keys); these provided a greater heat sink and contributed to a higher
post interface temperature than desired r 2100°F (1422"K) instead of 2000°F •(1366°K) _ ,
The primary change to the lower portion.of the post was thc change from TD NtCi- ix)
11S-25(L-605) with its lower thermal properties (F_gures 6-46 _md 6-47). The predicted
temperature at the bttso of the post was 650-°F (016"°K)o
The third modification in the analysis was the consideration of heat transfer to
0. 020 inch (0.051 cm) titanium skin and the heat sink effects of supporting frames and
stiffeners° These had a t_ndcncy to produce lowe_' temperatures oothe p_-imary struc-
ture Crom those experienced in. Phase IL The thermal proport.ies of Ti-6A1-4V used in
this analysis .-l_:cshown in Figures 6-48 arid 6-49.
6. L 3 Thermal Correlation. -- The average temperature measurements for th_ test
series showed acceptable uniformity _+_° F (4°K), -22 ° F (13 _K) at peak temperature ]
over the surface of the specimen. The average maximum temperature over the heat
sldeld surfaces was 2398°F (156_7°K) with the maximum temperature recorded at the
specimen center of 2408 ° F (1593 ° K). The maximum recorded temperature was 2440" F
(1611_ K) which occurred durSng Cycle 3.
Data plots of the average temperature history for four critical locations are shown
in Figure 6-56. The data shown have been shifted to compensate for startup lag. The
average maximum temperature at the center of the heat shield surface as recorded on
the intol_lor side was 2_t08° F (1593°K) compared to a pl_grammed and predicted 2400 ° F
(15Sg'K). The data closety follows tl_e predicted curve untll the final cool-down pel_lod
after 2400 seconds f_m st_trt of reentry. At this point the cool-down rate was slower
thar_ anticipated. This deviation, was probably due to the heat stored in the Glasrock
insulation above the lamps.
The bimetallic support post interface maximum temperature was 2095°F (1419°K)
compared to a predicted level of 2100 o F (1422 o K). This data. set exhibited excellent
correlation over the entire recorded range with slight deviations oecul'ring during the
l_cat up and during the simulated reentry maneuver (2000 to 2400 seconds following start
of reentry).
The average maximum temperature at. the base of the support post was 625 o F
(602 o K) compared to a prediction of 650 o F (616 °K). The test data ,_ollowed the predic-
tions }rot were consistently lower. This is attributed to a possible differellce in the
thermal properties of t1S-25(L-605), greater lateral thermal conductivity of Ftberfrax H
than anticipated, and/or convective cooling air below the fixture.
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Figure 6-46. Ther_ Conductivity of HS-25 (L-605)
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_lmilarly, the titanium prim_ry structure (consisting of skin, frames, and stiffen-
crs_ temperature data deviated considerably from the predictions. The average maximum
temperature was 525P-F (54"/o K) compared _lth a prediction of 580 _ F (577 °K). 1_is
could be the result of a variance in the thermal properties o£ Fiber£rax H, an error.in
the assumption of the thermal mass of the titanium structure, and/o_" convective cooling
air below the fixture.
Comparing the c_rve fits of the predicted and the actual temperature data of Phase II
with those in Phase III ghow that the Phase HI curves of predictions versus actuals do not
fit as well. Since chauges were made in the design of the support post (hence, the thermal
model), lower support post material, insular, ton material, and primary structure thermal
mass, plus exposure of the understructure Vo circulating ambient air, considerable work
would be required to isolate the exact cause of the deviations. However, since the pI_dic-
tions were generally higher than the actual recorded data (varying from less than 1% to 9_J
and are, therefore, conservative, the method of .'malysis was determined to be acceptable.
6. 7. 4 Ther_nal/Structural Performance. - Verification of the thermal desLgn of the
heat shield panels and jus_flcaflon for the selection of the nine-panel test array of heat
shields were demonstrated by the results of the tests. The isolated center panel sur-
rived the full test spectrum with no thermal distortion or t_ermal stress failures° This
panel experienced thermal and mechanical edge conditions that wexe representative of a
typical heat shield on a flight vehicle. The flatness of the panel and the abs_mce of dis-
to_tion and thermal damage can be seen in Figure 6-20. As previously noted in Section
6.3.3. 1 during discussion of the post _est condition of heat shield panels and in Section
6°4, Paragraph 6: lmdcr test peculiar damagep considerable distortion occurred in the
_ edge of guard panels malting up the balance of the nine-panel test array. These panels
experienced severe thermal gradient_ unlike m_y encountered by flight hardware. The
thernml gTadients were created by the eontact of these panels with the water-cooled
frame of the holding fixture and caused thermal differentials in the order of 2000°F
(1366°K) during thermal cycling.
Prior to fabrication of the holdtng [ix_ure, it was predicted that the top flange of
the support frame would experience temperattlres in the order of 2000 ° F (1366°K) and
that the thermal gradients along the sides of the frame would not contribute to frame
distortion since the frame was free to expand along its length. However, during the sys-
tem checkout, the frame did distort excessively, necessitating the addition of fr,_me side
member water cooling tubes. However, design modifications were not made in the edge
panels to accommodate the new thermal gradients existing between the heated panels and
the water-coeled frame of the fixture. As a result, the edge panels all experienced
warp_.ge and thermal damage to some degree, and as expected, the foul" corner panel,._
with two cool edges expel_enced more warpage and t_ermal stress damage than did the
• other four gnawed panels that had only one cool edge.
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h_ lvtrospect, it would have becl) preferable to have more thoroughly analyzer4 the
_elationship between tim water-cooled frame and the edge panels. This would have
shown the necessity for isolating the edge panels frmn the frmne by using gxtard p:mers
such as were successfully employed in the Phase II test specimens. _rhe gualxl pmmls,
although originally planned for the Phase HI specimen, were elimieated in an effol_" to ...
reduce the number of components and.to ease the specimen assembly. 1
An analysis h.'ts been made of the edge panels in tm attempt to explain their thermal
stress damages and the differences between the edge p,-mels. Thermal stress damage
to l:!m two corner panels in Figure 6-21, Panel i/1 and Panel #3, was limited to cI-acks i
in the sldn to l_b welds along tlie long, cool panel edge. These cracks, shown in _
Figure 6-35 (top pictul_), terminated at one end at the longitudinal weld joining the t
bemn to the skin and at the other end at a locution approximately in line with the ends 1
of the stiff3ning beads in the panel skin. A crack was als_ evident in the skin running 1
diagonall.y in the cool co_ers of the panels to the first tee lib. Panel #2, an edge cen-
!
tot" p_mol, lms similar damag_ to that seen in Panels #1 and J_3, but without the diagonal t
end cr_ck. Pan_ls #7 and #9 also had damage from the severn thermal gradients found
along the cool edges of the panels. Damage to these two panels consisted of a lfighly
local series of small, parallel, oxidized cracks in and near the outer cuol edge of the !
flange of the long, narrow beam. These da nage sites were equidistmlt frem the cool i
colorers of each p_.cl as seen in Fi6mre 6-35 (bottom picture).
The thermal stresses creating edge damage to the comer- lmnels were essentially
the same for all four corner panels, tlowever, ttiey displayed themselves differently in
Panels #1 and #3 which had a cool, longitudinal beam with a _dde flange which was tu_ice i
as _,lde as the cool flange of the edge }_oams in Panels #7 and #9. TPS design6 permit- _
ted Panels #1 and #3 to expand and move freely in the plane of the skin, constrained by i
one fixed point in the _'ide flange of the cool, longitudinal beam. Panels #7 and #9 had !
their fixed point on the opposite edge of the panels, All panel edges except the wide
beam edges of Panels #1 and #3 were held and cooled by edge retainers wl_ich permitted i!
in-plane panel movement during thermal cycling, i
4
J
The apparent stress fields creating the damage be the conmr panels wer_ located: i
(1) in tim unbeadcd portion of the skin adjacel_t to the longitudinal beam at t4m cool edge
and (2) at right arigies to this in the skin and rib tee stiffeners adjacent _o the shorter
co01 edge of the panels. These regions were partially constrained during heat-tlp by the
cooler po_sions of the panels and consequently were thermally upset and became stress
free due to creep at. elevated temperatures. When rite temperatures were reduced, the
material went into tension introducing the two stress fields in the paaels. One field was
parallel to the long cool bemn and placed the unbeaded po_ion of the skin in tension.
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'rlteother system, at rightanglesto.tlmfirst,createdtensilestressesinthe skin anti
ribsat the cool,shol_edge of.thep_mol_ The narrow l]_ulgedI_v_tnlof PRn_s-#7 and #9.
de['ormed plasticallyunder the.stresses, causingextensiveIoc_tltensilecrackingof tile
siltcidc._oatingattheouter regions.ofthe cool, narrow l'lang0and pelanittingoxidation
oftilecolumbium..The plasticdefornmtionof thecool beam aidedillthe reductionel'the
tensilestressesalollgthe cool longitudinalbca_ precludingadditxonatsitesof thermal
stre_o_,danmgc to tlmpanels, Another possibilityisthatthe cooler edge ofthe nar|ow
fhmgt_dbeam did not permit as much creep deformationaml tlms low_r stresseswere
pl_scntparallelto thebeam du_ng cooldown.
The wide fhmgcd beam of Panels #I ,and#3 did notdeform plasticallyor elastically
sufficientounloadthe two stressfields.The _osultwas thatthe two tensilestress
fieldscreatedcombined tensilestlx)ssesin tae cool.corners which produced the diagonal
co2a_ercrack. Tensilestresses_tlongtlw :ongcool beam became sttfficientlyhighto
c_ise crackingatsitesnotm_alto the cool beam. Cracking initiatedinthe skinto rib
welds due to a notch ef_ct and a sllghtls,reduced skin class-sectioncreatedby the weld.
The crackingalongthe lengthofeach wold was limitedto thatportionof theskin which
was not beaded to accommodate thermal stl_ains.Successivethermal cyclingcaused the
cracks to open and to oxidizeand new ones to form.
It is reiterated that the thermal conditions o[ the l_riphel_al heat shields that existed
dul'lng the Phase HI test series wel_ significantly different from.those predicted for
voldclc flight. All panels should perfol_n similaa:to the central test panel, that is, free
of thermal distortion and thermal stress fatlu.l_s. The history of this pl_ogram, both
Phases II and HI, has shown that wlten properly isolated fl_m the thermal abnorma4ties
of the test frame, no thermal/structural failul_s will oc_'tLr in the main heat shield.
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7 REFURBISHMENT AND REPAIR
During thermal testing, opportunities arose which permitted investigation of
refurbishment and repair of hardware for a typical thermal protection system. The
• earliest opportunity was prostrated at the o.nd of thermal Cycle 2 followed by local
cLmnage to the hexagonal drive socket of the post filler plug aflJ_r Cycle.5. The damage
after Cycle 2 was determined to bc test reculLar, arising fre_a_ an apparent lncompatl-
blll_,v of the thcrmocouple sheathing maWrlal, wtn.t_ under pre_'sure In the test environ- .
men(, with the siltctde coating of the test hardware. The hexagonal socket damage
was considered to be a normal condition for flight hardware resulting from mechantcat
coating danlage during wrenching operations or improper edge. preparation for coating.
Both cases were allowed to grow unarrestcd. The thermocouple damage site was re-
paixed after Cycle 21 when it had grown to 0.2-tnch (0.5 cm) diameter hole. Wl:ench-
ing damage was left unchecked for the complete test to assess the effect of uncontrolled
oxidation on the removal of plugs.
At the conclusion of thermal Cycle 21, a damage site in the center test panel had
progressed to a point requiring coating repair. Evidence of oxidation at this site was
first, noted at the end of Cycle 12. This site was at the end of a skin to beam longi-
tudinal weld where the weld. bead bad not been ground flush. The retainer strap, during
acoustic excitation, had impacted the weld bead causing coating damage to beth the
retainer and theweld. Subsequent thermal eye.Rag caused oxidation, material loss,
and a sinaLl, hole at the weld.
• The_ damaged center p,'mel was disassembled from the heat shield array, as
plmmed for flight'hardware, by removing six post filler plugs, four post retainer bolts -
two others were only loosened, two center retainers, and two panel edge retainers.:
: It was moved approximately O. 25-inch (0.64 cm) aft or downstream tt) clear it from its
!,_ ovcrlayi,g forward panel, then lifted out. The forward panel and the three adjacent
. l_mels were not disturbed nor loosened to assist disassembly.
i li With the center panel removed, three types of coating damage repair were attempt-
_" ed. The center panel was repaired under the best conditions, in-shop, One doWnstream
_;: panel was removed for a field repair on-site and repairs were made to other damage
_! sites without hardware removal from the array-field repa4rs in-place. In all cases the
!: damage sites were prepared for repair coating by scraping and filing to remove the
!, oxide layers and to expose base substrate. The repair techniques used were developed
!_ by MeDonnell Douglas - East, under Contract NAS8-26121 (Reference 12). The tn-
_i shop damage sites to the center panel were further prepared by cleaning the areasadjoining the sites using a S.S. White Airbr_tsive Unit grit blaster and alumina powder.
i_ Other panel_ and damage sites received no preparation of surrounding surfaces.
Following cleaning, a glass frit mixture of 60 w/o - 325 mesh Pyrex frit, 30 w/o - 270
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me_l_tlunxina (llmue spray gradc)t lo w/o -:|25 mesh mnorphous h-r-at mixed wltl_ .-
Nlcrobraze clctu" cementt wat_ ap.pltc_l.go.nerously to thc-damage..atW,,
Tile repaired center panel was air-dried and l'ir,,d tn a vm.uum furnace to 21,50_ |,'
(1561' I<) for 12 minutes and fut'natt:.a_oled.. After remov_fl, the repaired areas
appeared eracketLand unfurled... Invostiga.tlon revealed that a vacuum stratosphere had
been erroneous b, reeolllnlonded find that an air .r inert gas furnace atmosphere was
tile proper recommendation. It is suggested tha! tile vat_,r pressure of one of the
oonstitue41ts or reactive produt, ts may have been lt_ llll_t at 2150" F (1.,561" K) for the
v'letmm atmosphere, and that this material was then lost from the mixture, raiding
tile melting point of the resultant mixture, and ftn't:slgtlling fusing at tomper.tture. It
was decided to reinstall the panel hire the test a|'ray since some oxida.tion i_roteetiot|
may have been accomplished az_l to further repair if tile need arose, zXfter reinstal-
lation the panel ronmined in place witllout fur'lher repairs for the balance of L_ thermal ...
and 50 acoustic te_t-_ycles.
The panel downstream to the center tmnel lind one through-hole in the skin due to
thermocouple damage and se.veral minor damage sites. These were all repaired by
filing and scraping away the oxidation product to clean metal or clean coating and
applying the salne glass frii repair coating mixture as used on tile center panel. With
the panel removed from the array, site p_:eparatioa anti co'lting mixture could be applied
to all sides of a damage site. A second panel w.ith thermoeouple danmg'e was relmire_l
in the same rammer but without _emoving the panel from the array. Only the upward
facing side of the skin danmge site was available for repair preparation and coating..
The repair mixture was air dried, fired, and fused with all test lmrdware reassembled
in place f_r test, by using the heating of the next thermal cycle. In this case the repair
material fused as anticipated forming a glassy repair in and arotmd the damage sites.
The two panels which were field repaired (one on-site_ one in-place) survived
only ten additional thermal cycles when continued oxidation to tile thern_ocouple damagc
sites indicated a need fox_ a second repair_ The same repair coating glass frit mixture
was used but the method of 1,epair si.te praparatit_n was than.seed. A Weller Minishop
high Slx'cd (24,000 rpm) gTinder was employed to remove the oxidized and eont'lminatL,d
material without removing either panel h'om the test array. All x'isu.i1 traces of tile
oxide were removed using a 0.125-incli (0.31 cm) dia_mett2r abrasive wheel. Tile repair
material was applied tm before but from one side only, and the repair site air dried at
500 ° F (533 ° K) while installed in the test facility. Fusil_g was then accompll.shed dm'ing
tile next thermM cycle. The two repairs accomplished in this fasMon protected the
material h'om further oxidation throughout the balance of nineteen teat cycles. Fxam-
lnation of these panels .after 50 thermal cycles showed that the two in-phlcv field repairs
mack. at Cycle 31 protected the substrate', were well-fused and I_assy apl_earing for a
minimum dlsLqnce t_ 0.1-inch (0.25 cm) concentric to the hole, on hoth sides t,f each
lmnel.
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8 CONC I.UI)ENG IIEM_AltKS
_. 1 Conclusions
(1) 'rile fliglit-sizo, final-scale metalUe the rma[ protection uyatem designed _md
tested ill Phase IlI performed most capably anti proved to be not only roumtl)lo fOr at
least 50 simulatetl r_,_att_ " flights anti 10o simulated I_t I'li_t_t cycles, but also. ru_gc, d
tu_d dur:tblo and possessed of a lutgh degree of damah_ toler_mec. Tho lmat.sltiekl utl rfacu
hat_lware (i.e. t heat shlchl pant_ls and panel r_tiners) remained fiat _mcl free of untie-
sirtdfl_ distot¢ion througtmut testing, the roJiy validating thermal/structural design trod
an:dysis.
(2) l)isassombly trod rcasscmbly of individual heat shield panels, simulating inter-
flight removal from flight velttcles, was demonstrated between test cycles mid at tim
cad of simulated reomLS' fllghfs. Itefurbishment trod repai.r of Tl_ lml_twarc was accom-
plished, when needed, follo_,lng disassembly from the system, _md with the hardware
in-place in the TI_ array. Ptx)l_rly appli'cd repel r coatings displayed good life expectancy.
(3) Savings in weight mad cost of tlm metallic TPS durh_g l'hase II_. resulted fl'om
dcsigal in_provements to the eo_npotmnts. Redesigning to reduce material costs by the
extended use of electron beam welding to build up components, Lbecre_ased mater'iRls costa
by 70 perccnt_ although welding and.machtnin,_osts rose 50 percent. A net cost' reduc-
tion of 21 percent under Phase II costs _esulted from design mad fabrication impt_avements
hlttx)duced into the Phase III TPS.
(4) A major system weight improxvmcnt for Phase Ill ovcr Phase I2 x_suLted from tim
chtukge to Fibcrfrmx It insulation to replace Dyna-Flex. Imptx)ved thermal efficiency also
resulted from fllis change mid potential testhlg problems with oatgasshlg were avoided. .......
(5) D_sign improvements to t|lx_aclotl parts were included in Phase lII, halxiwa_,
Redesigned coated colmrtbium f£11er plugs aaad st_pcvalloy pmml retainer Ix)Its wet_ readily
removed by conventional nmmas both between teat cycles amt at tim completion of testing.
As anticipated in deaigl_, the ex_nd'able retainer Ix)Its and plugs wore renmvable x_-ith
"Easyout" tools when pa_¢ damage p_cluded the use of conventional tools. Removals
would be required £or flight TlaSha_xtware for inslmction , refurbishment, repair, and
replacement.
(6) The reliability of TPS columbium hardware was improved in Phase 1I/by the use
of extensive mechanical edge preparation and edge weld fusing of detail pa_¢s mad subas-
semblies, replacing manual edge pt_paration o£ assemblies prior to coating. As a. result,
105 rib cap edges representing 90 feet (27.5 m) of coated edges sustained no damage when
repeatedly exlmsed to the full specttxm_ of simulated ili ,ght tests.
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(7) 'r},c rust l:tciUties end procedures, and associated inst_ulncntatloil and ivcoJ,lm_
cqUilmmnt emlfloyed ,luring l)hasv Ill, functioned sattsfacto,ily in llnlgJsing al_l _ulicatin_
the _i mulatcd flight test -.nvtronments on the test TPS, d_ exception to this was tim
inability of tim ;mdti-pancl, thurmai-mevhanieal tust fitcilitios to In, pose or sustain the
,Ic_J lv, l differential ln'essurc load on the test Sl_oimcn d_rin_ tbm'mal.te_t_.
8.2 Recommendations
(1) The nu_dJc.r of coating damage sites, after flight simulation testing, at the
,.,ld._ of the heat shield panels Indicates a need for minor panel design modifications
t,_ facilitate edge finishing and to improve produeibllity and coatabiLtty of the ends,
Since mid._ptmvl, tee-members suffcrc_l no coating damage, consideration should bc given
to ,lesi_,ming the lJ_tnc] (-nd tee-members to a similar configuration, •.....................
(.'.') l.:ff(..ctivc h)cking methods are needed for threaded parts. Torquing Jx_quit'cmvnts
tot. the rutaincr bolts and 121let pIugs require re-evaluation and correction to higlmr torque
prcl,):td._, commensurate with tile nmi,cJ_:tls and the fastener Olmrating conditions. "rl_
,_o:d.in_ o[ the Lhrt.':t,l,_ bccome,_ pat_ of this consideration due.to the tcndcn(.y of the coatings
,,n r:mtud thr,c'td .'4urhtce._ to intcrdiffusv under repeated r_ecntry heating, During Phase fII,
coated filler plu_._ became lgjndcd to the aluminidc coated, rt:tainer bolts. In some
in:-Aancc._;, when these wurc disassumblcd, the f41lcr plugs wc_ torqued to failure. Exam-
inztti,n} :-;howc,I th:tt tim aiuminide coating was not diffused properly upon application to thc
rctain_zr t_lt._;, m}d it tended to "shell" off, crumble, and to lock. the re:tied thread._. A
rcvi,:w ,)f other coatings and coating processes for fasteners is warranted.
(:,) The number of hardware damage sites that were attributed to coating problems,
m, licat,_:_ a aecd l',)r continued work In the control of coating maWrlaLs and [ormuhtions,
_u_d in the application and distribution of coating nmtcrinls on TPS hardware. The coat-
ln_; of lnt,,rio_' surfaces, especially smtdl diameter interior surfaces, requires pm-ticu-
htr _ltt(:ntton. [],pr_v,,mcnis are needed for predicting the II$_ eXlmCtm_ey of coatings
an, I t,_r _l,.tucttng those eoath_g ,lisparitics which foreshortened the protective function
,_! coatin;_,_. Coating non-destructive evaluation techniques should be pursued which would
(:nttblt,. 101_pc r(.ent inspection of all coated surfaces_ edges, ,,rod ends for Ti)S hardware.
(,i', AI1 bun_-through olectl'on beam struetur:d welds should bc followed by a weld
pass wRi, ad,icd [ilh;r material to replace the wold material dt:;iAacc, l to form tlm weld
fillets.'l'],.i:-;willincreaserthe cross-sectionof the wchls, remove the l)otcnti:dnotch,
_,nd J._'_ ,'_,,:-;cthe weld :ltreng_,h.
(5) C,_lumblt, m alloys selected for coated TPS har, lwarc should po._;_;,.,_'-;goud wcl, l-
ability and fornlaldltty In tho_c material sections (,ontcmplated for Pabri(.utiun and should
rctai_ ti,;._c l)ropc_¢ies after repeated annea.llng and creep flattening operations.
i_t
{4;) The design o1' tile TL'S test fixture and tile edge condition_ and edge panels of the
lest ,_pecinmn shouhl be reviewed m_l modified to iso 'latcr._t_ much as possible, tire tes_
specimen fr_.ml fixture edge effect, l)ua_ng Phase Ill thermal tenting, the edge efl'e_,ts
:4nd ext,'eme tht, r, zml gr_ulients existing between the tost _puci men tulcl the tc_st fixtu _'e
_'t'(:ate[I an unnecessaz T tlumbc r of tcst-pec_uUar centiliter/s, damage sites, and pmml
_va_]_age. Attention shoukl lm directed to the inclusiorl of "l_iler plate." edge meml_rs
iur is_Jlating the test specimen, to a hot versus cold tent £txture franm, am! to [hermal
freedom for tlm fixture, such as employed duriJlg Phase [l testing.
(7) The sheathing mal;erial for high temperature thcrmocouples which contacts
silielde coated columbium during test should Im compatible with the coating under all
test conditiums. The ust, of a buffer or Imrricr material lot separation of the thermo-
couple and the coating shouh! be considered.
(8) The_:mocouples should bc located throughout the test specimen no that they indi-
cate true site tcmpcraturcs, uninfluenced by .'trti[icial, test-l)ecultar lie',it sllorts such a_
lnt reduced by thermoeouple p robes. ..
(9) All removal and veassembly tools :rod handling dex_iccs should be coated xx_ith
durable plastic to prevent damage to coated hardware.
(10) l{cmoval of surface liarthvare for inspection of unexposed coated surfaces tbr
dmnag¢, should not be necessary before the end of the 20th flight cycle. The Phase Ill
TL'S hardware, has shown go_d _'lanmgc icier:race mid durabiliiy, if danmged, and shoulct.
experience no ¢.,_athlg damage t*arly h_ the sysk, m lift,.
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APPENDIX A
CONVERSION OF U,S. CUSTOMARY UNITS TO SI UNITS
The intcrnational System of Units (designated SI) was adopted by the Eleventh
General Conferenee on Weights and Measures in 19(;0. The units and conversion
factors used in this rcport are taken from 0r based on. NASA SP-7012, 'vrhe Inter-
national System of Units, .Physical Constants and Conversion Factors -- Revised,
1969".
The following table expresses the definitions of miscellaneous units of measure as
exact numerical multiples of coherent SI units, and provides multiplying f_ctors for
converting numbers and miscellaneous units to corresponding new numbers of SI units.
The first two digits of each numerical entry represent a power of 10. An asterisk
follows each n_nber' that expresses an exact definition. For example, the entry
"-02 2.54*" expresses the fact that 1 inch -- 2.54 x 10-2 meter, exactly, by definition.
Most of the definitions are extracted from National Bureau of Standards documents.
Numbers not followed by an asterisk are only approximate representations of defini-
tions, or are the results of physical measurements.
ALPHABETICAL LISTIbIG
To convert from to multiply by
atmosphere (alan) newtens/meter 2 (N/m 2) +05 1.0133.
British tl_rmal unit, mean (Bht) Joule (J) +03 1.056
Fahrenheit (F) kelvin (K) tk = (5/9) (tf + 459.67)
foot (ft) meter (m) =01 3.048*
inch (in.) meter (m) -02 2.54*
roll meter-0n) -05 2.54*
millimeter of mercury 0nm HK) newtOn/meter 2 (N/m 2) +02 1.333
nautical mile, U.S. (n.mi.) meter (m) +03 1.852'
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APPENDIX A -- Continued ..
to multiply by---To convert from __
pound force (lbf) newton (N) T  4.448*
pound mass (lbm) kilogram (kg) -01 4.536*
torr newton/meter 2 (N/m 2) +02 1,333
PHYSICA L QUANTITX. LISTING
Accelex'atton
foot/second. 2 (ft/sec 2) meter/_econd 2 (m/sec 2) -01 3,048* .................
Area
foot 2 (ft2) m_ter 2 0n2) -02 ... 9.290*
inch 2 (i_2) meter 2 (in 2) -04 6.452*
inch 2 (in2) eentimeter 2 (em 2) +00 6.452
Density _
pound mass/foot 3 (pcf, lbm/ft3) kilogram/meter 3 (kg/m 3) +01. 1.602
pound mass/inch 3 (lbm/in3) kilogram/meter3 (kg/m 3) +04 2.768
pound mass/inch 3 0bin/in3) gram/centimeter 3 (g/cm 3) +01 2.768
Energy
British thermal unit, mean (Btu) Joule (J) +03 1.056
Energy/Area, Time
Btu/foot 2 second (Btu/ft 2"see) watt/meter 2 (W/m 2) ............ +04 ...... 1..135 ....
_. Force
kilogram force (kgf) newton (N) +00 9.807*
pound force 0bf) newton (N) +00 4,448*
_/)'-
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APPENDIX A -- Continued
To convert from. to multiply by
Length
foot (ft) meter (m) -01 3.048*
inch (In.) meter (m) -02 2.54*
micron meter (m) -06 1,00"
rail meter (m) -05 2.54*
mile, U.S. nautical (n.mi.) meter (m) +03 . 1.852"
Mass
pound mass (Ibm) ......... _ki.lograrn(kg) -01 4. 536*
Pressure
a_osphere (alto) newton/metez .2 t1_/m 2) +05 1_013"
millimeter of mercury. (ram HS) newton/meter2--(N/m 2) +02 1.333.
pottud/foot 2 (pal, lbf/_t 2) newton/meter 2 (N/m2_ +01 4.788
pound/Ixlnh 2 (psi, lbf/ln?) newton/meter 2 (N/m 2) +03 6.895
Temperature
Fahrenheit (F) Kelvin (K) tk = (5/9) ([f + 459.67)
Volume
foot 3 (ft 3) meter 3 (m3) -02 2,832*
tneh 3 (m3) meter 3 (m3) -05 1.639*
inch 3 (in 3) centimeter 3 (em 3, co) -01 1.639
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APPENDIX A -- Concluded
PREFIXES
The names of multiples an.d .submultip.l_es_of SI units may be formed by application of
the prefixes:
Multiple Prefix
10 "_6 micro (_)
10-3 milli (m)
10-2 centi (c)
10-I deei (d)
103 kilo(k)
106 mega (M)
10 9 giga (G)
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APPENDIX.B.
- ACOUSTIC TEST DATA
The da£a-presented herein are accelerometer power spectral density plots for nine
locations in the center'test region.of the nine-panel test specimen (Figure 6-5).
_ This data is for one test cycle at the high. (158 dB) .overall sound pressure.level. All
test data were reviewed and for purposes of calculations, the data from test cycle
number 1 was used since these data displayed "values which were generally, close to
the maximum. The accelerometer outputs were recorded on magnetic tape and
reduced to the form of power spectral density blots. Acoustic levels were measured
: 18 inches (45.7 cm) from the test specimen face. Acoustic levels were also record-
ed on magnetic lmpe _ud reduced to octave band sound p_essure levels (Figure 6-40).
Since the data shows no significant' shift in the recorded fundamental frequency, it
: was assumed that no struc_ral degradation of the system had occurred_ Post test
dLsassembly.v_d examination conflxmed this assumption.
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APPENDIX C
I{ECOMMENDED TI_STF TEST PARAMETERS
Tim specimen dcscz_bed in Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 6-2 w_s designed for test-
ing in the NASA Lm]gley lio_eareh Center; _l_ermal Protection System Test Facility
(rPSTF). This tunnel is intended to provide a thermal environment at Mach 3.5 to
.t. 5 over a 2 by 3 ft. (61 by 91 era) model surface. The expected maximum total en-
tlmlpy (liT) la the test gas will be 3820 Btu/lb m (8. 88 MJ/kg). This is obt_ed by the
combustion of methane (CI[4) with oxygen-enriched air. A schematic of the tunnel is
shown in Figure C-1.
The rccommeadcd procedure Ls to establish supersonic air flow in tile _unel followed
by ignition of a lean mixture of CH4. Thts will provide an initial low heating rate over
the _st paneL. [Based on previous thermal flow tests on cotumbium alloy specimens
(l{eferences lb and 13) the recommended maximum rate of rise is 25" F/See. (16°IQ
scc). _ A schedule of required heating with time will be programmed by controlling
o_,gen-cnr_ched air mass flow and CH4 ratios. The theol¢ticaI values of these com-
ponents with comlmstor tofal enthalpy ls shown in Figure C-2. Presented in Figure
C-3 is the peffermance envelol_ of heat shield surface pressure and temperature that
is expected to be obtained in the tunnel. The corresponding fl,coretical wall heating
rates arc p.resented tn Fi_,mrcs C-4_ C-5, and C-6. Shear forces are obtained from
Figure C-7. Tunnel testing time will be limited by the.supply of.oxygen, air_ and
methane, anti the transient heating rate schedule. A low heating rate schedule will
give testing times tip to 1500 sccond_ while it will be 400 seconds at a high heathlg
rate schedule,
The entry history of panel surface temperature, heating rate and wall pressure destr-
wl for tunnel simul_ion is presented in Figure C-8, which shows a tunnel test time of
25o0 seconds. It is noted that the higil heating rates schedule tlmt is l_qhired after
300 seconds will deplete the supply system very rapidly. Since the objective of the
panel test is to simulate the high surface temperature and that only about 500 seconds
of testing will be available for this test, a surface temperature schedule such as
presented in Figure C-9 is recomlnended. As noted, the transient surface tempera-
ture rise and cooldown will be slightly less than 25 ° F/second {16"K/sec) and tunnel
testing time within the available limit of 500 seconds. By staying Within this |lmft it
will assure control of the panel cooldown schedule. Also, the required heating rate
and av_lable pressure of the t'PSTF tunnel is indicated. It is noted that the panel
surface will radiate to the tunnel water-cooled wall which is e_pected to be at 1000" It
(556°K) during tunnel operaUon at the high heating rates.
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looo 2000 3oo_ 4000
HT COMBUSTOR (Btu,/lbm)
Figure C-2. Composition of Reactants In the TPSTF
Combustor and the Resultant EnthalpteS
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Fi_;',tre C-3. NASA Langley TPSTF Capabll, lty for Structures - Panel Testing )
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Figure C-4. Variation of TPSTF Heating Rate with Model Wall
Temperature, HT Combustor = 1200 Btu/lb m ......
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Figure C-5. Va_'latLon of TPSTF Heat/hE Rate wRh Model Wall
Tempet_ature, HT Combustor = 3000 Bl_/_ m
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F.lgure C-6. Variatl_m of TPSTF Heating Rate with Model Wall
Tempera4_tre, HT Combustor = 4400 Bm/Ib m
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Figure C-7. Shear Forces on Walls of West Panels In TPSTF
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PllEBSURE
N lOeO_- _ " 0
/ o.o4' I/ ElVIIS_VITY= o. s il7 Tt.sN_.WALL_MP.ERAT_: looo"__1 !
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TIME (see)
Figure C-9. Proposed Colur_bium Alloy Panel Surface Test
Conditions to be Simulated in the TPSTF Tunnel
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